In the family of optically active synthetic polymers, optically active polysilanes, which comprise a helical main chain of silicon-silicon single bonds and chiral and/or achiral side groups, exhibit unique absorption, circular dichroism, and fluorescence spectra around 300-400 nm due to σ-conjugation. Since the first brief report of optically active polysilane synthesis in 1992, the field has now widened to include various homo-and copolymers of optically active poly(dialkylsilane)s, poly(dialkoxysilane)s, poly[alkyl(aryl)silane]s, and poly(diarylsilane)s. This review comprehensively covers work on (i) the relationship between side chain structure, (ii) local structure-global shape relationship, (iii) (chir)optical properties, (iv) (semi)quantitative population analysis of right-and left-handed helices based on Kuhn's dissymmetry ratio, (v) several helical cooperativity effects, (vi) molecular imaging, (vii) inversion of screw-sense, (viii) chiroptical switch and memory, (ix) transfer and amplification of molecular chirality to aggregates, (x) cholesteric liquid crystallinity, (xi) helical supramolecular structures, and (xii) latent helicity, as consequences of side group internal interactions and other external stimuli. Such knowledge and understanding may stimulate optically active polymer research in the realm of nanomaterial science and nanotechnology at the sub-nm level as well as traditional polymer science, and may advance these polymers to new functional nanomaterials and thence to the realization of nanodevices in the future.
The most important molecular building blocks of our life-amino acids and sugars-lead to left-handed and right-handed helical motifs of natural biopolymers such as DNA, polysaccharides, and proteins. Since the beginning of life on the earth, living organisms preferentially exploit l-amino acids and d-sugars. Optically active substances, therefore, are ubiquitous in our daily lives and become the vital constituents of drug, vitamins, flavors, fragrances, herbicides, and pesticides. Although the origin and scenario of this biomolecular handedness remain a puzzle for chemists, physicists, biologists, and astronomers, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] it is now widely accepted that our life is the consequence of chemistry and/or physics of homochiral biomolecular substances.
Outside the realm of these biopolymers, the synthesis, characterization, recognition of unique properties, and application of optically active synthetic polymers with single screw sense stiff helical structures [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have long been of interest in the area of modern polymer science. This is because these synthetic helical polymers may be promising materials in such areas as enantioselective separation, molecular chirality recognition, chiral nematic liquid crystals, chiroptical switch and memory, nonlinear optics, circularly polarized photoand electroluminescence, and so forth. Knowledge and understanding of the structure-property-functionality relationship using chromophoric optically active polymers, hence, might be vital for further advancement in these and other new areas, as well as in main stream polymer science.
In the pioneering works of synthetic helical polymers two or three decades ago, a few polymers were known to predominantly adopt a single screw sense helical structure in solution at room temperature. For example, Goodman synthesized the first optically active polyisocyanate with chiral side chains in 1970. 13 Drenth and Nolte in 1974 proved the 4 1 helical structure of poly(t-butyl isocyanide)s which was originally suggested by Millich in 1969. 14 In 1960, Pino prepared an optically active, isotactic poly-α-olefin bearing a chiral side chain, poly(3-methylpentene), followed by optically active poly-α-olefin copolymers. 15 Okamoto and Yuki successfully obtained optically active, isotactic poly(trityl methacrylate) which was the first optically active vinyl polymer to be obtained from a prochiral monomer in 1979. 16 In those cases, specialized monomers and/or catalysts under controlled polymerization conditions were necessary to produce and retain the helical structures. Since these pioneering studies, many synthetic optically active polymers with π-conjugating chromophores, including polyisocyanides, 8, 17 polyisocyanates, 9, 18 polyacetylenes, 10, 19 polythiophenes, 20 poly(p-phenylenevinylene)s, 21 polycarbodiimides, 22 polydiacetylenes, 23 polypyrroles, 24 polyanilines, 25 poly(p-phenylene)s, 26 polyfluorenes, 27 and other π-conjugated polymers and oligomers 28 have evolved and the research is on-going. Historical aspects and topics of these and other synthetic helical polymers are presented in a recent review article. 29 Optically active polysilanes, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] comprising a silicon main chain featuring chiral and/or achiral side groups, are a new class of synthetic chiral polymers. Unique features of these inorganic polymers are the exhibition of intense and sharp UV absorption, circular dichroism (CD), and fluorescence (FL) spectra around 300-400 nm, which are characteristic of the σ-conjugation in the helical siliconcatenated main chain. 35 Since the first brief report of the chiroptical properties of poly(dialkylsilane) copolymers with chiral side groups by Matyjaszewski et al. in 1992, 30a various optically active polysilane homo-and copolymers have been studied. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Optically active polysilanes constitute a unique nano-structural and multidisciplinary class of polymer. For example, rod-like helical polysilanes may be regarded as ideal model polymers for one-dimensional silicon-based semiconductors or quantum wires with 0.2 nm width. 30d,30f,36,37 This review highlights several significant results characteristic of optically active polysilanes with different degrees of chain stiffness demonstrated by us and other workers, describing the mutual relationship between side chain structure, global conformation and local main chain structures, (chir)optical properties, helical cooperativity, molecular imaging, inversion of screw-sense, chiroptical switch and memory, molecular recognition ability, liquid crystallinity, supramolecular helix, and latent helicity, as consequences of the side group interactions and other external stimuli.
PREPARATION OF OPTICALLY ACTIVE POLYSILANES AND CHARACTERIZATION BY CIRCULAR DICHROISM/FLUORESCENCE/UV ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPIES
The synthesis of polysilanes with a high degree of stereogenic control is currently of particular interest 38,39d−39f and of significant importance in a wide variety of high performance functions. 40 Although most optically active polysilanes including poly(dialkylsilane)s, poly(alkylarylsilane)s, and poly(diarylsilane)s are generally prepared by the Wurtz-type condensation of the corresponding dichlorodiorganosilane with sodium in inert solvent, 35, 39 this reaction is essentially identical to the procedure of Kipping used in the 1920s as shown in Chart 2. 41 An advanced modification of the reaction is to utilize a very small amount of crown ether or diglyme as an additive to activate sodium surface. The additives effectively improve polymerization yields, shorten polymerization times, and modify molecular weight distributions. 35, 42 Even for an optically active polymer prepared from an enantiopure monomer, it is difficult to identify whether the main chain in solution at a given temperature has an enantiopure helical conformation with either P (plus, right-handed) or M (minus, left-handed) screw sense, or is composed of a collection of diastereomerically and/or enantiomerically mixed P-and M-helical motifs.
Optically active polysilanes, whose helical conformation is induced by chiral side chain interactions, are particularly suitable chiroptical polymers for elucidating the intrinsic nature of a helical polymer, since they embody a fluorophore and chromophore in the same main chain, showing intense UV, CD, and FL bands due to the silicon σ ↔ silicon σ* transition around 300-400 nm. A combination of FL study with CD, UV, and/or NMR spectra of the main chain may be helpful in identifying screw sense, uniformity, rigidity, and proportion of P-and M-screw sense of optically active polymers. The utility of the electronic spectroscopies lies in the fact that the photoexcited energy above the optical band gap relaxes to the lowest energy domain incorporated in a mobile main chain, from which emission then occur. 30d,30e Moreover, samples of any desired molecular weight can be obtained by careful fractional precipitation, since the molecular weights of the polysilanes are widely distributed between 10 3 and 10 7 . These unique characteristics permit a more straightforward elucidation of the helix-property-functionality relationship. 35 In the case of synthetic optically active polymers, the intuitive meaning of CD signal intensity is analogous to that of UV spectroscopy, with the additional dimension of the subtracted absorption between left-and right-circularly polarized light (L-and R-CPL). 35, 43 Absorption of light obeys the Beer-Lambert law and thus CD intensity is defined as ∆ε = ε L − ε R = (Abs L −Abs R ) / cl, where ∆ε is the molar circular dichroism intensity, ε L and ε R are the molar absorptivities for Land R-CPL, respectively, Abs L and Abs R are the absorbances of L-and R-CPL, c is the molar concentration per repeat unit and l is the path length. CD bands are commonly referred to as either positive or negative Cotton effects and the peaks as extrema. It is now useful to express a ratio of the CD intensity to that of the UV-visible absorption intensity. This is formalized in the dimensionless parameter, Kuhn's dissymmetry ratio, g abs = 2∆ε/(ε L + ε R ) = ∆ε/ε, where ε is the molar absorptivity per repeat unit. The dissymmetry ratio is a function of the magnetic dipole (m) and electric dipole moments (µ) and the angle θ between them, such that g abs = 4 × R/D = 4|m| |µ| cos θ (m 2 + µ 2 ) −1 , where R and D are the rotational and dipole strengths, respectively. For chromophoric helical polymers, this g abs ratio provides quantitative information on the helical characteristics such as screw pitch and sense, and diastereomeric and/or enantiomeric purities. Typical absolute magnitudes of g abs values for allowed transitions of chiral polymers range from 10 −4 and 10 −3 . However, particular attention should be paid in the interpretation of g abs due to the possible presence of segments of opposite screw sense and helix reversals. This is because, if enantiomeric P-and M-motifs absorb at the same wavelength, the magnitude of g abs would result in a smaller, or possibly zero value. In some case, apparent optical inactivity may arise from equal proportions of static and/or dynamic helical motifs under the measurement conditions. Apparent split-type Cotton CD signals may arise from two possibilities. Firstly, in a polymer containing both diastereomeric P-and M-screw senses with different absorption wavelengths, the positive and negative Cotton effects will be slightly offset with respect to each other. 30d Secondly, for two adjacent chromophores, coupling between the electronic dipole transition moments will give bisignate CD signals which is the so-called exciton couplet signal. 30k,30n,44 This couplet could be further classified as either an intramolecular interaction in the same molecule at a kink or upon chain folding, and/or an intermolecular interaction in aggregate phases. The sign of an exciton cou-plet signal affords a simple and convenient method for determining the chirality between the two interacting chromophores. 30k,30n,44 PREFERENTIAL SCREW SENSE HELICAL ORDERING OF POLYSILANES Although the main chain conformations of polysilanes may be classified as random coil, 7 3 -(deviant) or 15 7 -(transoid) helix, and all anti (achiral trans-planar zigzag) structures on the basis of recent works, 45 it is now generally accepted that most polysilanes tend to adopt helical main chain structures, regardless of side groups, temperature, and solvents. However, most polysilanes do not show any Cotton effects in their CD spectra, due to the adoption of equal numbers of Pand M-segments, resulting in an average racemic helical conformation and optical inactivity. If, however, the helical main chain is induced by a chiral chemical influence to adopt a preferential screw sense with an enantiomeric excess of either P-or M-screw sense, a Cotton effect will be seen in the CD spectrum. Thus the interaction between side groups, solvents, temperature, and helical main chain structures of polysilanes in solution may be probed by means of CD spectroscopy, combined with UV, FL, and 29 Si / 13 C NMR spectroscopies and global properties measurements.
The helicity of polypeptides is inherent since the chiral stereogenic centers are incorporated into the main chain. 29 The helical structures of poly(triphenylmethyl methacrylate) 7, 16, 29 and polyisocyanide 8 produced by screw-sense selective polymerization are preserved through the stereochemical locking effect of bulky achiral side groups, while poly(trityl methacrylate) contains stereogenic centers in the main chain and has a highly isotactic structure. However, in the case of optically active polyisocyanates, polyacetylenes, polythiophenes, polyphenylenevinylenes, polycarbodiimides, and polysilanes, their helical structures are effectively induced by chiral side chains. In general, the latter group of optically active helical polymers can be obtained by (a) polymerization of achiral and/or prochiral monomers with enantiopure chiral catalyst or initiator, (b) chiral doping of optically inactive polymers with enantiopure chiral moieties, (c) separation of a racemic mixture of enantiomeric helices using chiral stationary phase chromatography for non-dynamic helical systems, (d) complexation of optically inactive polymers with non racemic chiral ligands, (e) postpolymerization functionalization with chiral moieties, (f) incorporation of enantiopure chiral end groups, (g) polymerization of non racemic chiral monomers, (h) copolymerization of non racemic chiral monomers with achiral monomers or with non racemic monomers, and (i) circularly polarized irradiation of polymers bearing racemic sensitizers. Synthetic techniques from (d) to (h) have been applied to prepare optically active polysilanes. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] 
CORRELATION BETWEEN GLOBAL CONFORMATION AND OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The main chain mobility of π-and σ-conjugating polymers is often connected to their electronic structures. Therefore, changes in the UV-visible absorption and chiroptical spectra are spectroscopically discernible as thermo-, solvato-, piezo-, or and electrochromisms. Although several polysilanes exhibit these remarkable phenomena, 39 their structural origins were controversial until recently, due to the limited information available on the correlation between the conformational structures of the main chain, electronic state, and (chir)optical characteristics. In 1996, it was reported that in various polysilanes in THF at 30 • C, the main chain peak intensity per silicon repeat unit, ε (Si repeat unit) −1 dm 3 cm −1 , is closely connected to the viscosity index, α. 46, 47 Figure 1 shows the UV absorption spectra of four optically active poly(dialkylsilane)s featuring different chiral side groups in THF at 30 • C. 30k,35a It is evident that as the value of α increases from 0.59 to 1.25 in THF at 30 • C, the UV absorption intensity increases, whereas the full width at half maximum (fwhm) decreases. Thus, the degree of σ-conjugation, global conformation, and UV absorption characteristics in polysilanes are controllable by the appropriate choice of side groups.
Indeed poly[n-hexyl-(S )-4-methylpentylsilane] 2 with α = 0.75 is nearly randomly coiled, while poly-[n-hexyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane] 4 with α = 1.25 adopts almost a rod-like conformation; poly[n-hexyl-(S )-3-methylpentylsilane] 3 with α = 0.92 shows an intermediate behavior between 2 and 4. Recently quantitative estimates of the persistence length (q) have been given: 85 nm for 4 in isooctane at 20 • C, but 6.2 nm for 3 in isooctane at 25 • C. 28m The high q value of 4 is comparable to that in stiff polyisocyanate with (R)-2,6-dimethylheptyl groups (q = 76 nm).
Comparative q values are reported for other polymers: poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) (20-43 nm), aromatic polyamides (20-50 nm), and the double helix DNA (∼ 60 nm). 12b,12e It is noted that poly[methyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane] 1 has a shrunken shape for the reason discussed in later.
Thus, it is established that global structures of opti- . UV absorption spectra of four optically active polysilanes in THF at 30 [n- hexyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane] (4, α = 1.25). For comparison, UV absorption spectrum of poly [6,9,12- 
• C is also displayed.
cally active polysilanes are significantly influenced by the position of the branching methyl group (β-or γ-) at the chiral center in the side chain, and also solution temperature. These results led to a semi-empirical relationship between the main chain absorption characteristics and the global conformation of various polysilanes in solution. Figure 2 shows a correlation between the values of ε, fwhm, and α of various poly(dialkylsilane)s and poly(alkylarylsilane)s in THF at 30 • C. 46 The polymers include seven optically active poly(dialkylsilane)s with four different types of chiral β-, γ-, or δ-branched alkyl substituents, twelve optically inactive poly(dialkylsilane)s with six different types of linear, β-, γ-, or δ-branched substituents, and two optically inactive poly(alkylphenylsilane)s. For the polysilanes exhibiting λ max ranging from 290 to 352 nm, it is evident that with increasing α, ε increases exponentially, but fwhm decreases exponentially. From this semiempirical ε-α-fwhm relationship, either value of ε or fwhm renders information on the degree of chain coiling in solution at a given condition. This may be very useful for discussing the global shape of a polysilane in solution. We can obtain a value 150000 (Si repeat unit) −1 dm 3 cm −1 for ε of an ideal rod polysilane by extrapolating ε using the above ε-α relationship to the limiting α for an ideal rigid rod polymer of 1.7-1.8. 46, 47 Indeed, as demonstrated in Figure 1 , the ε value for rodlike optically active poly [6,9,12-trioxatetradecyl-(S ) -2-methylpropyl)silane] (5) in ethanol progressively increases from 42000 with a fwhm of 800 cm −1 (8 nm) at 323 nm to 102000 with a fwhm of 400 cm −1 (4 nm) at 318 nm when the temperature is cooled from 25 to −104 • C. 30k This is the highest ε value among all polysilanes should correspond to an almost perfect rod structure of 5 at such low temperatures.
OPTICALLY ACTIVE DIALKYLPOLYSILANES

Preferential Screw Sense Homopolymers with Enantiopure Chiral Side chains
The first CD spectrum and optical rotation of optically active poly(dialkylsilane) copolymer featuring di-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane and di-n-pentylsilane repeat units in the solid film and in solution were briefly reported by Matyjaszewski in 1992. 30a This was followed by detailed reports on the synthesis and chiroptical properties of the copolymers in solution and as solid films by Möller, Matyjaszewski, and coworkers in 1994 and 1995. 30b,30c In 1994, it was clarified that the most fundamental chiroptical features and conformational properties in a series of optically active poly(dialkylsilane) homopolymers comprising alkyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane repeat units in solution. 30d−30f Poly[n-decyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane] (6) among those polysilanes showed ideal UV, CD, and FL spectral characteristics of a rod-like helical chromophore and fluorophore due to the preferential single-screw sense structure induced by side group interactions in • C: (a) the dissymmetry ratio (g abs ) and (b) ε and ∆ε.
isooctane at 20 • C. As evident in Figure 3a and 3b, (i) 6 exhibits a very intense, narrow UV absorption with no discernible phonon side bands at 323 nm, with ε = 55000 (Si repeat unit) −1 dm 3 cm −1 and an fwhm value of 8 nm (ε is about six times greater and the fwhm narrower by one sixth than typical random coil poly(dialkylsilane)s), (ii) the FL spectral profile at 328 nm is the mirror image of the UV and CD band profiles, (iii) the CD band profile fits fully within the UV spectrum, and (iv) the FL anisotropy (FLA) around the 323 nm UV-CD bands approaches the theoretical limit of 0.4 expected for the random distribution of a rod chromophore being collinear with the fluorophore in a rigid medium. It should be noted that these helical exciton transitions (due to a photoexcited electronhole pair) with negligibly weak electron-phonon coupling are unique, since these features are not seen in π-conjugating polymers or small molecules. These novel UV-CD-FL-FLA characteristics of 6 could be the first demonstration of uniqueness among other optically active polysilanes and optically active organic polymers. Furthermore, the UV, CD, FL, and FL excitation (FLE) spectral characteristics in isooctane at 20 • C of poly[n-alkyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane] derivatives were measured to elucidate the effects of the n-alkyl side group and main chain length. 30f It was concluded that the rod-like helical structure was retained, even when the n-alkyl side group length is increased from n-propyl to n-dodecyl and the main chain length is increased from 20 to 3000 silicon units. This was supported by the unique UV-CD-FL-FLE spectroscopic features of 6 and the fact that the g abs value of ∼ 1.9 × 10 −4 was almost independent of both n-alkyl side group length and silicon main chain repeat length, as is evident in Figure  4a . On the other hand, the peak intensities of UV and CD bands at 323 nm increase nonlinearly as the main chain repeat number increases and tend to reach constant values, as shown in Figure 4b , while the respective values of the UV peak wavelength and fwhm of the band converged to limiting values of 322 nm and 8 nm in isooctane at 20 • C.
It is noted that the dipole strength of UV absorption band is independent of the n-alkyl side group length and main chain repeat numbers. Actually, integration of the 323 nm UV absorption band of the poly[n-alkyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane] derivatives depends very weakly on the repeat numbers.
These results led to the important idea that, in the case of optically active polysilanes, the value of g abs (= ∫ ∆εdλ/ ∫ εdλ) should be used to characterize helical structures such as the proportion of P-and M-motifs and their regularity, rather than the values of ∆ε or optical rotation.
AFM Single Molecular Imaging of Rod-Like Polysilane Structure
Chain dimensional parameters of polymers such as the value of q in dilute solution can be determined by well-established light scattering, sedimentation equilibrium, and viscometric techniques. 12 Concerning solid state analysis, imaging of the detailed molecular structure of individual polymer chains on a solid surface is of growing interest in the design and control of the optoelectronic properties of functional polymers and nanomaterials. Recent advances in atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) have now enabled direct imaging of polymer molecules. For example, AFM images of a few insulating polymers such as cyclic DNA and random coiled polystyreneblock-poly(methyl methacrylate) on mica, poly(paraphenylene) on a gold surface, and twinned chiral polyacetylene on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite substrate have been reported. 48 In 1997, the first molecular AFM images of a high molecular weight sample of 6 (M w = 5.3 × 10 6 , M n = 4.1 × 10 6 ; total molecular contour length ∼2000 nm) on sapphire was reported by Ebihara et al. 49a The individual molecular image appears to essentially adopt rodlike structures accompanied by slight structural fluctuations. The rod-like objects consisted of several segments separated by kinks, in which the segment lengths are ranged from 150 and 800 nm. These long segments may be responsible for the unique UV-CD-FL spectroscopic features of 6 and its derivatives. Although there may exist a certain gap in stereochemistry between polymers and small molecules, such AFM observation of polysilanes with different degree of stiffness may permit to narrow this gap. AFM/STM studies of various polymers might be the challenging issue in the forthcoming polymer science and nanomaterial science. 48, 49 Recently, Furukawa, Ebata, and coworkers successfully obtained a similar AFM molecular image of 6, one end terminus of which had been chemically anchored on a silicon substrate, as well as of other flexible polysilanes bonded on solid substrates. 49b−49e
Importance of Rod-Like Structures for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
It is expected that polysilanes with various stiffnesses can serve as polymer models of quantumwire semiconductors with a 0.2 nm silicon atomic size width and different degree of wire structure fluctuation in nanoscience and nanotechnology research areas. 30f,36,37 The advanced one-dimensional exciton theory for a semiconducting polymer infinite chain with different degrees of disorder in the electronic state demonstrated that the exciton absorption significantly weakens and broadens as the degree of structural disorder increases. 37f The disorders should involve structural deviations in Si-Si bond length, Si-Si-Si bond angle, and Si-Si-Si-Si dihedral angle. Such deviations are considered to determine the persistence length, mean free path, the effective σ-conjugation length, and degree of delocarization of hole and electron carriers in the main chain. 30l As exemplified in Figures 2-4 , individual rod-like polysilanes in solution indeed afford ultimately intense, narrow exciton absorption and emission, which nicely fit to the theoretical simulation for a one-dimensional exciton in idealized semiconducting polymers, while coiled flexible polysilanes with an inhomogeneous electronic state afford a weak, broad exciton absorption along with sharp emission.
Further developments of AFM/STM instruments and measurement techniques should permit the direct characterization of the helical pitch, screw sense, helix reversal, and superstructures of individual molecules of polysilanes and polymers in the near future.
Evidence for Diastereomeric Helices and Recombination for Single-Handed Helix
Amongst poly[n-alkyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane] homopolymers, only 1 exhibited a very different CD spectrum around the UV band at 300 nm. 30d,30e An apparent bisignate CD band with positive and negative Cotton effects was observed, as shown in Figure 5a . From a deconvolutional analysis of the CD and UV spectra, both tight P-and loose M-helical segments assumed to coexist in the same main chain in different screw pitch and opposite screw sense helical motifs, since the α value of 0.59 for 1 in THF at 30 • C is typical of a coiled conformation. 48 To test this idea, a screw-sense-selective "cut-and-paste" experiment was Figure 5 . (a) Original and deconvoluted CD spectra of original 1, (b) change in UV and CD spectra of original and recombined 1 (7) in isooctane at 25
• C using the "cut-and-paste" technique. Key ideas for recombination of 1 with single screw sense from original 1 with diastereomeric helices with opposite screw-sense by the "cut-and-paste" technique, (c) reconstruction of P-screw-sense helical polymer 7 from 1 by a "cut-and-paste" procedure: (i) M-screw-sense photolysis of 1 in CCl 4 , (ii) formation of P-screw-sense telomers (P w ∼ 9) with Si-Cl terminals, and (iii) Na-mediated re-condensation of the telomers.
30d,30e
devised to prepare a modified 7 containing an almost single P-screw-sense. 30e As illustrated in Figure 5c , this technique requires two steps: (i) M-(or P-) screw-sense-selective photolysis at the longer λ max region in CCl 4 to form P-(or M-) screw-sense telomers with Si-Cl termini, and (ii) Na-mediated re-condensation of the telomers in hot toluene. Indeed, formation of a modified 7 with an almost single screw sense was evidenced by significant changes in the CD and UV spectra after the "cut-andpaste" treatment, as shown in Figure 5b .
This knowledge and understanding may be helpful to characterize local conformations of other optically inactive polysilanes in solution. Indeed, all features of the UV and FL spectra, and FL anisotropy in 1 are very similar to those in most optically inactive, floppy polysilanes, such as poly(methyl-n-propylsilane) (α = 0.62 in THF at 30 • C). 30e This latent chirality 50 is assumed to result from the collective mixture of P-and M-screw-sense coexisting in the same main chain of polymer, as a result of thermodynamic equilibrium, if 1 is thought to be a "snap shot" model for flexible polysilanes. 30e
Nonlinear Single-Screw-Sense Ordering in Copolymers by the "Sergeants and Soldiers" Principle
The most outstanding feature concerning preferential screw-sense helical ordering in optically active copolymers is the "sergeants and soldiers" phenomenon named by Green et al. 18b In this effect, a minority of enantiopure chiral side groups cooperatively determines the screw sense of a helical main chain with the cooperation of a majority of achiral side groups. In other words, this phenomenon may be considered as "main chain chirality amplification" occurring in the polymer. Although this phenomenon was first reported by Pino et al. 9a, 9b, 15c in poly-α-olefin copolymers, it has now also been established in copolymers of poly(alkylisocyanate)s, 9,18b,18q poly(arylisocyanate), 18n and polyacetylenes bearing chiral alkyl esters. 19k In the case of polysilane copolymers, although Möller, Matyjaszewski, and coworkers first reported that poly{(bis[(S )-2-methylbutyl]silane)-co-(di-n-pentylsilane)} (8) and poly{(bis[(S )-2-methylbutyl]silane)-co-[(S )-2-methylbutyl-n-pentylsilane]} (9) revealed no significant "sergeants and soldiers" phenomenon due to limited chiral side chain interactions in cyclohexane, 30b,30c which was evidenced by the fact that the CD signal intensity around 320 nm increased almost linearly with the mole fraction of the silicon repeat unit with (S )-2-methylbutyl group.
On the other hand, noticeable cooperative induction of preferential screw sense was found in rod-like polysilane copolymers featuring (S )-2-methylbutyl and 2-methylpropyl groups (10) and (R)-2-methylbutyl and 2-methylpropyl groups (11) in isooctane (Chart 3). It is significant that these chiral and achiral groups are classified as β-branching alkyl groups and the resulting copolymers should adopt rod-like structures in solutions. Since the UV-CD spectral features of the copolymers are almost identical with those of 6 and the λ max varies sensitively with changes in the mole fraction of chiral substituents and temperature, 30g,35a,35b the copolymer systems may be suitable for testing the "sergeants and soldiers" phenomenon by their CD-UV spectra. Figure 6 compares the UV and CD spectra of 4 and 10 with 10 mol% of (S )-2-methylbutyl groups in isooctane at −5 • C. The UV-CD spectra of 10 are almost identical to those of 4, with the CD signal profile matching the corresponding UV absorption, except for their λ max values. As expected, the UV and CD spectra of 11 with (R)-2-methylbutyl groups reveal almost identical features to those in 10, except for the sign of the CD band. The variation of the g abs values in copolymers 10 and 11 as a function of the mole fraction of n-hexyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane or n-hexyl-(R)-2-methylbutylsilane is plotted in Figure 7a . It is obvious that only 5-10 mol% chiral moieties in 10 and 11 almost definitively determines the screw sense. Moreover, even as little as 0.6 mol% of chiral side groups induces a marked preferential screw sense helical conformation in the copolymers at temperatures below 0 • C. Presumably, the reason for no marked "sergeants and soldiers" effects in 8 and 9 is due to the greater flexibility of the di-n-pentylsilane moieties, since the α value of poly(di-n-pentylsilane) (13) may be similar to that of random coil poly(di-n-butylsilane) (14, α ∼0.71) and poly(di-n-hexylsilane) (15, α ∼0.74). 46 Structural similarity between chiral and branched achiral side groups in copolymer systems seems to be vital in the promotion of effective "sergeants and soldiers" cooperativity.
The change in the λ max values of 10 and 11 as a function of the mole fraction of n-hexyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane or n-hexyl-(R)-2-methylbutylsilane is shown in Figure 7b . Although the value of λ max redshifts progressively with increase in the fraction of the silane with chiral side chains, these features may be connected to a slight decrease in screw-pitch of the main chain. 30k Indeed, ab initio calculations of parent polysilane -(SiH 2 ) n -suggest that the main chain absorption wavelength (optical band gap) of polysilanes is progressively blueshifted with change in the main chain dihedral angle from 180 • (planar all-anti) to 60 • (4 1 helix), due to a decrease in σ-conjugation. 51 Nonlinear Single-Screw-Sense Ordering by the "Majority Rule" Principle Another significant cooperativity in preferential helical screw-sense optically active copolymers is the "majority rule" phenomenon. 18h,18q In this case, the screw sense of a helical main chain with enantiomer- ically impure chiral side groups is controlled by the enantiomeric excess only. Since this phenomenon was first reported from poly-α-olefins made of vinyl comonomers featuring enantio-impure chiral side groups by Pino et al, 15b this "majority rule" has been already established in stiff polyisocyanates bearing enantioimpure chiral side chain. 9,18h,18q This phenomenon is regarded as a certain "main chain chirality correction" characteristic of stiff polymer. Very similarly, noticeable "majority rule" effects were found in rod-like polysilane copolymer 12 containing (S )-and (R)-2-methylbutyl side groups in different proportions (Chart 3). 28g,32a,32b A comparison of the UV and CD spectra between homopolymer 4 and copolymer 12 (60 mol% of (S )-and 40 mol% of (R)-2-methylbutyl side groups, 20% (S )-ee of chiral side groups) in isooctane at −5 • C is shown in Figure 8 . The UV and CD spectra of 12 are almost identical to those of 4, the CD peak profile almost matching the corresponding UV absorption, including their λ max values. As expected, the UV and CD spectra of the corresponding (R)-rich 12 copolymer containing 40 mol% gabs ε ε Figure 9 . Values of (a) dissymmetry ratio and (b) λ max in a series of copolymers 12 as a function of mole fraction of n-hexyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane and n-hexyl-(R)-2-methylbutylsilane in isooctane at −5
• C.
of (S )-and 60 mol% of (R)-2-methylbutyl side groups (20% (R)-ee of chiral side groups) exhibit almost identical features to those in the (S )-rich 12 copolymer, except for the sign of the CD band.
As seen in Figure 9a , it is evident that only 20% ee of (R) or (S )-2-methylbutyl group in 12 completely determines the overall screw sense and even only 6% ee of (R) or (S )-2-methylbutyl group induces a significant screw sense ordering in the copolymers. The structural identity between the (S )-and mirror image (R)-chiral side groups and stiffer main chain in copolymer systems appears to be essential to induce an effective "majority rule" phenomenon. Also, as shown in Figure 9b , it is seen that, as the enantiopurity of nhexyl-2-methylbutylsilane changes from 100% to 0% ee in the copolymers, the value of λ max is very weakly blueshifted, indicating minimal change in the screwpitch of the main chain, as suggested from the ab initio calculation. 51 
Chiral Termini Effects by "Sergeants and Soldiers" Cooperativity
The first single crystal X-ray structure, and CD and UV spectra of di-n-propylsilane decamer with enantiopure (R)-2-phenylpropyl (and (S )-2-phenylpropyl) termini (16) with preferential screw sense induced by cooperativity between achiral side groups and chiral end termini were reported by Kira and coworkers. 30h This was followed by extension to high molecular weight poly(di-n-hexylsilane) with the same chiral end termini (17). 30j These works give important experimental evidence for the adoption of a 15 7 helical conformation in solution at lower temperature for 17, which was long believed to adopt an all-anti conformation of 15 in solution. 38 Bisignate Cotton effects observed for 16 below 153 K and 17 below 233 K are considered to originate from an exciton couplet for two spatially interacting polysilane chromophores 30h,30j,44 which is composed of loose helical segments divided by one-handed approximately 90 • preferential screw sense kinks.
An intriguing end-termini effect in poly(n-hexyl-2-methylpropylsilane) with (S )-2-methylbutyl termini (18) was found, though the value of g abs is only about −1 × 10 −5 which indicates a very weak induction power of preferential screw sense, 30g,35a it was apparent that the preferential screw sense of 18 was opposite to that of 4-6 bearing the same (S )-2-methylbutyl side groups. 30d,30f,30k Another interesting chiral chain end effect may be the helical polymer block effect manifested in a synthetic block copolymer, poly(1,1-dimethyl-2,2-din-hexylsilane)-b-poly(triphenylmethyl methacrylate) (19), reported by Sanji and Sakurai. 30s The preferential screw-sense of the poly(di-n-propylsilane) block in 19 is induced by a P-helical poly(triphenylmethyl methacrylate) block in 19 in THF below −20 • C, while the polysilane block at 20 • C completely looses its optical activity. These results may be a new approach to design a thermally reversible, helix induction and chiroptical "on-off" switching function to the polysilane-based block copolymer through a helical programming protocol. Recently, it was first demonstrated that dissolving inherently optically inactive poly(methylphenylsilane) and poly(hexylmethylsilane) in optically active solvents, such as (S )-2-methyl-1-propoxybutane and (S )-(2-methylbutoxymethyl)benzene, induces the polymer chains to adopt preferred helical screw senses through chiral solvation. 32h
Cooperative Preferential Helix-Helix Inversion and Molecular Design
A current challenging issue in the area of helical polymer and oligomer research is to design and realize dynamic chiroptical properties in response to external chemical and physical biases. 8-10, 12, 28, 34 The most striking dynamic property for a helical polymer may be its chiroptical inversion associated with a helix-helix (PM) transition in response to external physical and/or chemical stimuli. Although biochemists originally discovered this phenomenon almost three decades ago in synthetic DNA (driven by a change in NaCl concentration) 51 and poly(l-aspartic acid ester)s (biased by changes in temperature and organic acid), 52 a few synthetic organic polymers are reported to undergo a PM transition in solution, or as solid films. For example, there are polyisocyanates, 18e,18f,18m,18p,18t polyacetylenes, 19g,19k,19l,19m,19p polypeptides, 54 polythiophenes, 20c,20d,20j poly(triarylmethyl methacrylate), 55 and calf thymus DNA. 56 Recently, we found that certain poly(dialkylsilane) homopolymers and copolymers, 31 poly(alkyl(alkoxylphenyl)silane) homopolymer, 32e and a poly(diarylsilane) copolymer 33b,33c undergo a thermo-driven PM transition in solution by controlling side chains and composition of copolymer. Poly[(S )-3,7-dimethyloctyl-3-methylbutylsilane] (20) may be classified in the family of rod-like helical homopolymers bearing enantiopure alkyl side groups, since 20 affords an intense, narrow UV absorption band, completely matching the corresponding CD and FL band mirror image profiles, similar to the rigid rod-like helical polysilane homo-and copolymers described above. However, 20 undergoes a thermodriven PM transition in isooctane at −20 • C, which is spectroscopically detectable as an inversion of the CD band. ing a 7 3 -helical form in the solid state. 39b Indeed, it was concluded that 6 adopts 7 3 -helix in the solid state from X-ray analysis. 30n Rod-like behavior of these polymers is expected by the high values of α, the α values for 20 and 21 in CHCl 3 at 30 • C are 1.11 and 1.29, respectively (for 6 in THF at 30 • C, the α =1.35). 31a However, 20 is more flexible than 6 and 21, according to the following 29 Si NMR results. Figure 11 displays the 29 Si NMR spectra of 20, 21, and 6 in CDCl 3 at 30 • C. Since these polysilanes have two different types of side groups attached to the main chain, they may essentially comprise isotactic (it-), syndiotactic (st-), and heterotactic (ht-) sequences. Indeed, 6 exhibits a major signal at −22.2 ppm along with a weak signal at −23.1 ppm, suggesting an almost single configurational sequence with a minor fraction of another sequence in the same main chain. Although 20 and 21 exhibit single 29 Si NMR signals near −23 to −25 ppm, respectively, implying mainly it-or st-sequences, a remarkable difference in 29 Si NMR linewidth (∆ν 1/2 ) between 20, 21, and 6 can be seen. The greater flexibility of 20 compared to 21 and 6 is suggested by the narrower ∆ν 1/2 : for 20, ∆ν 1/2 = 29 Hz at −25.3 ppm, while for 21, ∆ν 1/2 = 65 Hz at −22.7 ppm and for 6, ∆ν 1/2 = 90 Hz at −22.3 ppm.
Recently, we reported four more examples of PM transition polysilanes in isooctane upon application of a thermal energy bias: Although homopolymers bearing two γ-branched side groups per repeat unit may have a great possibility of undergoing a PM transition, polymers with a combination of β-and non-branched side groups or β-and γ-branched groups are unlikely to undergo a PM transition. However, exceptionally 25 featuring β-and γ-branched groups does undergo a PM transition, 31e while 28 featuring two γ-branched groups does not. 57 Additionally, although 23 and 27 have similar γ-chiral side groups, only 23 undergoes a PM transition. In this case, the choice of handedness in the two γ-chiral side groups definitively determines the capability of a PM transition. Thus, very minute modification and the choice of handedness in the side groups of polysilanes definitively determines the capability of the PM transition and the value of T c . Beyond the factors discussed above, it is difficult to find general guidelines for designing polysilanes with a PM transition capability.
The Origin of Helix-Helix Transition
Considering the variable temperature dependence of λ ext , λ max , and intensities of ∆ε and ε of 20 and 21 in isooctane, the λ ext and λ max values of 20 and 21 linearly blue-shift from 325 to 318 nm as the temperature decreases from 80 to −82 • C. The ε values of 20 and 21 increase monotonically from 40000 to 80000 over the same range. The former may be ascribed to a slight decrease in screw-pitch, deviating from an ideal 7 3 -helical structure, and the latter arises from a progressive increase in dimension of the main chain. However, the ∆ε value of 20 monotonically increases from ca. 3 at +80 • C to ca. 8 at −5 • C, goes to zero abruptly at −20 • C, and then decreases to −15 monotonically at −82 • C, while that of 21 monotonically increases from 7 to 18. Mutual cancellation of positive and negative CD signals is indeed occurring at T c , resulting from an equal population of enantiomeric P-and M-motifs with the same λ ext and λ max values.
To quantitatively characterize the PM-populations using chiroptical characteristics, it is appropriate to use the g abs values of 20 at each temperature with reference to the regression curve of these g abs values in 21 which is assumed to adopt a purely P-7 3 helical structure, instead of the ∆ε value. The population analysis is based on the assumption that the weak temperature dependence of the g max for 21 is due to a minute modification in the screw-pitch of the P-helix, rather than any formation of the M-helical motif. Figure 12 plots the temperature dependence of the dissymmetry ratios and the PM-populations in three different M w samples of 20 in isooctane based on the above analysis. It is evident that although the PMpopulations in the three samples depend slightly on M w , a steep PM transition clearly occurs at −20 • C. The highest M w polymer (closed circles) contains 12% P- Figure 13 . Molecular mechanics calculation. Main chain dihedral angle dependence on the potential energy (per repeat unit) of (a) it-and st-(S )-3,7-dimethyloctyl-3-methylbutylsilane thirty-one repeat units with hydrogen termini (oligo-20), and (b) it-and st-(S )-3,7-dimethyloctyl-2-methylpropylsilane thirty-one repeat units with hydrogen termini (oligo-21). Discover 3 (ver. 4.00, simple minimization, MSI) was used for this calculation.
and 88% M-motifs at −90 • C, while at 25 • C these values invert to 84% P-and 16% M-motifs. The medium and lower M w samples contain 15% P-and 85% Mmotifs at −90 • C, while at 25 • C these values are 76% P-and 24% M-motifs. However, the transition temperature width (∆T c ) tends to slightly broaden as M w decreases. It is concluded that the PM transition characteristics including T c , ∆T c , and PM-populations weakly depend on the molecular weight, and the PM-transition characteristics may vary with segment length, for segments shorter than fifty silicon repeat units and/or the nature of two chain termini.
Although the origin of the PM transition remains obscure, the marked differences in potential energy curves and main chain stiffness between 20 and 21 may be critical. Figure 13 shows the dihedral angle dependence on the potential energy of (S )-3,7-dimethyloctyl-3-methylbutylsilane (thirty-one repeat units with hydrogen termini) (oligo-20) and (S )-3,7-dimethyloctyl-(2-methylpropyl)silane (thirty-one repeat units with hydrogen termini) (oligo-21) for their it-and stsequences, respectively. An it-oligo-20 clearly shows a double-well potential curve, i.e., two local energy minima with almost enantiomeric helices at dihedral angles of P-157 • and M-210 • . The global minimum M is slightly more stable than that of P by about 0.67 kcal per repeat unit and the barrier heights of the M-and P-screw-senses are 2.3 and 1.7 kcal per repeat unit, respectively. Also, st-oligo-20 has a similar doublewell potential curve at about P-160 • and M-200 • and the global minimum M is slightly more stable than the corresponding P by about 1.3 kcal per repeat unit. The barrier heights for the respective M-and P-screwsenses are about 4.6 and 3.4 kcal per repeat unit. Thus, the calculation of oligo-20 suggests that both pseudoenantiomeric P-and M-motifs are likely to coexist in the same main chain at any temperature, regardless of microtacticity.
On the other hand, it-oligo-21 shows an unclear double well potential minima at dihedral angles of P-160 • and M-200 • . The P-helix is much more stable compared to the corresponding M by about 2.3 kcal per repeat unit. The barrier heights of the respective M and P are about 3.9 and 1.4 kcal per repeat unit, leading to the idea that P-helix might be more stable. A st-oligo-21 has an almost single well potential with dihedral angles of P-160 • . These calculations assume that the P-motifs of 20 and 21 are more stable at all temperatures, regardless of tacticity.
In order to discuss the origin of the PM transition, some simple energy parameters of the P-and M-states for oligo-20 and oligo-21 may be useful. Here, ∆G is the difference in free energy between the P-and Mstates, whereas ∆H and ∆S are the differences in enthalpy and entropy between the P-and M-states, respectively.
where
Using the values of T c = 253 K of 20 and ∆H = −0.67 kcal per repeat unit for oligo-20, one can obtain that ∆S = −2.6 cal K −1 at T c . Since the sign of the ∆G term below T c is negative, P is more stable than M, and vice versa. To design a thermo-driven PM transition polysilane for switching at a desired temperature, it appears essential that the polysilane has a double-well potential curve, small ∆H, and small potential barrier height. If the ∆S term contributes to the inversion capability of preferential screw-sense, P-polysilane in a low entropy state below T c may take an ordered packing of side groups, whereas M-polysilane in the higher entropy state above T c may have a disordered arrangement of side groups.
Design to Helix-Helix Transition Characteristics by Copolymerization
Thus, qualitative understanding of PM-transition characteristics and main chain stiffness of rod-like polysilanes led to the new idea that subtle structural modification of the achiral and chiral alkyl side groups controls critically the transition characteristics. Indeed, in a series of 20-based copolymers, poly{ 20% of 22) in isooctane between −82 and +80 • C. It is evident that, compared to the T c of 20, that of 30 containing two identical (S )-chiral side groups decreases by 16 • C, whereas that of 31 containing the opposite (S )-and (R)-chiral side groups increases by 16 • C. The CD spectral profile for the respective copolymers still matches the corresponding UV absorption spectrum at temperatures. However, as introduction of 21 or 22 to pure 20 causes an increase of the transition breadth ∆T c (defined as a difference between T c up and T c down ), due to the randomness of the two different silane repeat units incorporated in the same main chain.
The variation of the values of T c and ∆T c is plotted in Figure 15 , as a function of the mole fraction of 21 in 30, and 22 in 31. As the mole fraction of 21 in 30, and 22 in 31 increases, the value of T c changes nonlinearly from −64 to +79 • C and the value of ∆T c is nonlinearly broadened. As demonstrated in certain poly(alkylisocyanate) copolymer undergoing a PM transition, 18t although a further mechanistic study is needed to clarify the realistic origin of the transition, presumably the two local free energy minimum potentials and entropy term in the free energy stability may be tunable by the choice of side chain chirality and the branch position in the side chain. Even in this case, the coexistence of P-and M-motifs in the same main chain at any temperature may be essential for the capability of the PM-transition. This knowledge and understanding may be helpful in designing PM transition capability and characteristics in diverse screw-sense inversion related applications, such as a chiroptical switch and memory, a switchable chiral separation column, molecular recognition ability, and molecular motor in the future.
Quantized and Superposed Helicities
Designing and realizing miniature-scale computing devices are now the most challenging issues in nanoscience and nanotechnology. 58 An optically active molecular switch and memory with bi-and multi-stable switching function associated with molecular motions such as twist, rotate, fold, shrink, stack, and shuttle may be a candidate as basic elements in these devices. 59 Generally, great problems remain in the design and manufacture of such molecular elements, due to difficulties in the wiring of these elements with functions of "memory and storage", defined threshold, processing, and error correction. To date, understanding and measuring the superposition of quantum states in nanosystems based on semiconductors and superconductors directed towards the realization of quantum computing have been achieved theoretically and experimentally. 60 If the essence of "quantum computing" is the controlled mixing of two quantum states by physical and/or chemical biases, this may be also in the realm of molecular and polymer sciences. It may be noted that before these boom studies, several quantum chemists had already discussed quantum tunneling and oscillation, and the preparation and detection of superposed optical activity for a hypothetical chiral molecule with a doublewell potential using an ultra short light pulse, although they did not extend their ideas to the possibility of chiral molecule-based quantum computing. 61 As noted earlier, it is reasonable to use the dimension-less parameter to quantitatively evaluate the PM-population of 24 and 27 in solution by reference to the regression curve of the g abs values for 21, which is assumed to be in a purely P-motif over the temperature range, although the temperature dependence of the g abs values in 21 shows a slight change of screw-pitch. Variable temperature g abs values and the proportion of Pand M-motifs of 24, 27, and 21 in isooctane between −80 and 80 • C are plotted in Figure 16a and 16b. It is evident that 24 features three distinct switching regions, 1 (−80 to −10 • C), 2 (−10 to +10 • C), and 3 (+10 to +80 • C). Polymer 24 in region 1 contains a constant 80% P and 20% M (60% P excess over M), but contrarily in region 3, it has 80% M and 20% P (60% M excess over P). However, 23 invariably contains 80% P and 20% M (60% P excess) over the entire temperature range. This behavior may be related to greater differences the potential energy curve between 24 and 27.
This led to the idea that the see-saw-like switching states between regions 1 and 3 may be quantized as the stationary state of P-and M-superposition, but not due to 100% pure P-and 100% pure M-states. These switching properties may be interpreted as the consequence of the superposition of P-and M-helicities. Presumably, other PM-transition polysilanes, such as 20, 24, 25, and 26, should exhibit similar thermal energy biased superposed states between purely P-and Mhelicities in the main chain around helix-helix transition temperatures. The most important feature of 24 exists in region 2, because the superposed state almost linearly varies with thermal energy bias, ranging from 60% M-to 60% Pexcess. It is noted that 24 sensitively recognizes the topology of small molecules due to the two branched side chain structures. This superposed helical states linked by dynamic twisting motions may be considered to comprise a "dynamic memory" function, since, if the solvent molecules (external chemical bias) are taken away, the superposed state may modify the PM population. This led to a change in T c value with a range of non-polar hydrocarbon solvent molecules with different degrees of branching. This "solvent effect" of optically active polymers able to alter a preferential screw-sense was demonstrated in the optical activity of poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) induced by enantiopure chiral, racemic, and achiral solvents. 18k Figure 17a compares the variable temperature P-M population of 24 (M w = 7.4 × 10 4 , M n = 2.5 × 10 4 ) in three solvents with different degree of branching, including n-heptane (linear hydrocarbon), methylcyclohexane (cyclic hydrocarbon), and 2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane (highly branched hyfdrocarbon). The quantized helicity below and above T c , and the superposed helicity around T c are conserved in these solvents. Although the value of T c greatly varies with the degree of branching of the solvent, the P-M population below T c is insensitive to the degree of branching, but, above T c , however, it is sensitive to this. Figure 17b plots the effects of solvent topology on T c for various solvents as a function of the Balaban index number which is a gauge of degree of branching. 62 Quantitatively, although T c increases nonlinearly with increasing the index number, straight chain alkyl molecules affords a lower T c , whereas branched chain alkyl molecules tend to give a higher T c and branched cyclic solvents lie at intermediate values.
To explain these quantized and superposed helicities, cooperativity in coupled electronic and conformational transitions is assumed to be the origin of the step-like switching response to the thermal energy bias. In an electronically conjugating stiff helical polysilane with discrete energy levels in a double well potential, it is possible that the wavefunction of the lowest groundstate of an M-state electronically communicates with that of a P-state through quantum mechanical tunneling between the P-and M-electronic states. The superposition of chirality and optical activity were discussed theoretically by Hund in 1927, 4a,63 and later by several quantum physicists for wavefunctions of hypothetical chiral molecules. 61 It is necessary to invoke the presence of helix reversals in the case of helical polymers. The helix reversal, presumably consisting of several silicon-silicon single bonds (corresponding to a sub-nm barrier thickness), is the section in which the screw sense changes direction, and might act as a small tunneling barrier. 4a,31c The reversal may play a crucial role in correcting errors from thermal noise through dynamic twisting motions from one screw sense to the other. The helix reversal may exist as a very short allanti, or transoid sequence. Apparent time-averaged optical inactivity at T c should result from a rapid interconversion between P-and M-motifs, which may be considered as oscillating helicity or dynamic pseudoracemization. In this quasi-stationary state, the wavefunctions of the superposed P-and M-states (P s -and M s -states) may produce two splitting sub-levels, Ψ = 1/ √ 2[Ψ Ps ± i Ψ Ms ], as illustrated in Figure 18b . This is a result of electronic coupling between the lowest energy levels of almost degenerate P-and M-states in the same helical main chain.
Molecular mechanics calculations were also made on 
31-mers of it-24
and it-27, with the results shown in Figure 18a . Both 31-mers are characterized by doublewell potentials. The P minimum for it-24 is slightly deeper than the M minimum, indicating that both Mand P-conformers may coexist. On the other hand, the P minimum for it-27 is significantly deeper than the M minimum, suggesting that the chain conformation is predominantly P-helical. If the double-well potential of it-24 is assumed to change with temperature as shown in Figure 18b , the three temperature regions noted for 24 are qualitatively explained. However recently it was found that the P-M population f P for 24 depends significantly on chain length as well as temperature. 31d A similar molecular weight dependence was also found with 3. 30q These results have been well analyzed theoretically as illustrated in Appendix without recourse to the hypothetical potentials assumed in Figure 18b .
Cholesteric Liquid Crystallinity of Helical Rod Polysilane
Stiff rod-like helical polymers are expected to spontaneously form a thermotropic cholesteric liquid crystalline (TChLC) phase under specific conditions as well as a lyotropic liquid crystal phase. Recently, a certain rod-like poly(l-glutamate) with long alkyl side chains was reported to form a TChLC phase in addition to hexagonal columnar and/or smectic phases. 64 These properties have already been observed in other organic polymers such as cellulose and aromatic polymers.
Recently, the persistence length, q, of 6 in isooctane was determined to be 70 nm. 30r This value is similar to that of 4 (q = 85 nm) 30o and much longer than that of 3 (q = 6.2 nm), 30o confirming the previous conclusion that polysilanes with β-branched alkyl side chains are much stiffer compared to those without such branching. The persistence length of helical polymers can be determined by the steepness of the internal rotation potential in the main chain. 30t The slightly shorter q of 6 than that of 4 implies that the longer nonbranched alkyl side chain makes the internal rotation double-well potential of the silicon main chain less steep.
Polymer 6 is the first TChLC polysilane in the range from 70 to 140 • C, as described below. The polymer 6 (of relatively low molecular weight: M w = 1.11 × 10 4 , DP w = 46, and M w /M n = 1.19) was indeed shown to be a TChLC as proved by the iridescent colors observed due to the reflection of light from many helicoidal periods in randomly aligned textures. This is further supported by the observation using an optical microscope, of a Grandjean monodomain optical image including partly oily streaks between 70 and 140 • C, which are characteristic of the TChLC phase. 30n,30u The TChLC phase of 6 was indeed proved by iridescent colors due to reflection light from many helicoidal periods in randomly aligned textures. This is further supported as the Grandjean monodomain optical image including partly oily streaks between 70 and 140 • C, which are characteristic of TChLC, by optical microscope observation.
Further evidence was obtained by directly observing the variable temperature CD reflection band characteristic of a cholesteric Grandjean domain, as shown in Figure 19a . The CD reflection spectra are fairly sharp at any temperature, and the reflection wavelength, corresponding to the optical pitch of the TChLC phase, greatly depends on sample temperature. The optical cholesteric pitch decreases progressively with temperature from 500 nm at 70 • C to 1000 nm at 140 • C. The positive sign of the CD reflection band indicates an Mhelicity of the cholesteric phase. The optical pitch be- low 70 • C in the cooling run from 120 • C is insensitive to change in temperature and the intensity of the CD reflection band in visible region decreases markedly. Polysilane 6 in the TChLC phase at 80 • C exhibits a UV band at 318 nm, and a bisignate CD band with equal rotational strengths with extrema at 313 and 327 nm, respectively, as shown in Figure 19b . The bisignate CD band results from the couplet CD signals of a chirally ordered motif between two interacting excited states of adjacent 6 molecules in the cholesteric helical environment. These considerations led to the idea that the chiral motif takes an Mhelicity on the basis of the exciton couplet assignment, which is consistent with the assignment of M-helicity to the TChLC phase above 70 • C. On the assumption that λ = n av × p, ∆λ = λ∆n/n av , and n av = 2 for 6, while λ is reflection wavelength in nm, p pitch, n av average refractive index, ∆λ bandwidth, ∆n difference in refractive index between extraordinary and ordinary light, approximately 175 and 350 molecules of 6 at 70 and 120 • C, respectively, are included per half-pitch in the TChLC phase.
The M-cholesteric pitch quickly altered in response to the change in temperature with little hysteresis on heating and cooling runs. On fast cooling, the recovery time of the cholesteric pitch was less than 1-2 min. The absence of intense forces, such as hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole, or π-π interactions, and the existence of very weak van der Waals interaction might be responsible for the unique TChLC characteristics. These quick and no-hysteresis response CD band characteristics in the visible and near infrared regions are indeed useful in a practical-level circular polarizing band-path filter including blue, green, red, and black color. These characteristics could be applied in the areas of display, thermometer, and optical fiber communication technologies. These findings may open fresh perspectives for achieving a practical level chiral polysilane-based application, which avoids one of the major problems of polysilanes, which is main chain scissoring by UV light irradiation.
Rod-like 6 adopting an almost 7 3 helical conformation belongs to a unique set of stiff polymers, exhibiting both TChLC 30n and lyotropic liquid crystallinity. 30r Indeed, we found that solutions of 6 became choresteric at high concentrations. 30r It was shown that the isotropicbiphasic phase boundary concentration increases as the molecular weight is increased. This increase has been described theoretically using the molecular parameters determined from dilute solution data.
OPTICALLY ACTIVE POLY(DIALKOXYSILANE)S
The First Synthesis and UV/CD Spectra of Poly(dialkoxysilane)s
Linear high molecular weight (SiH 2 ) n , one of the most fundamental model compounds for polysilanes, is still not synthesized, and although a few theoretical studies have been reported for this and some other heteroatom polysilanes, there are almost no experimental data concerning the effect of heteroatoms on the main chain. 65 Recent theoretical results for conjugated silicon chains bearing oxygen substituents indicate a reduction of the optical band gap as a result of silicon σ-oxygen n mixing. The main reason for this lack of experimental data may be the difficulty of access to such heteratom-substituted polysilanes. The most widely used synthetic procedure is the Wurtz-type reductive coupling of dichlorosilanes mediated by sodium in refluxing toluene, as stated in Chart 2. However, these reaction conditions severely limit side chains to essentially saturated alkyl or aryl groups. Although the masked disilene approach was applied to the synthesis of certain amino-substituted polysilanes, this method was not successful in the case of alkoxy-substitution. 38c There are several reports describing partial heteroatom functionalization by replacement of aryl groups or H, though the degree of substitution usually ranges from 50 to 80%. 66 Recently, virtually complete chlorodearylation of poly(aryl-alkylsilane)s has been demonstrated using acetyl chloride / aluminum chloride and the resulting poly(alkyl-chlorosilane)s were successfully substituted with alcohols, amines and mercaptans, yielding polymers with one heteroatom per repeat unit. 67 Concerning poly[bis(heteroatom)silane]s, there is only one example, poly(dimethoxysilane) (32, M w = 45000, λ max at 332 nm) synthesized by the anionic ringopening polymerization (ROP) of octamethoxycyclotetrasilane. 68 Recently, a new synthetic route to several bisheteroatom-substituted polysilanes, poly(dialkoxysilane)s, was reported, as shown in Chart 7.
It was already found that UV light-promoted ROP of octachlorocyclotetrasilane single crystal produces perchloropolysilane, (SiCl 2 ) n (33) , which is an almost insoluble, off-white solid material, is highly reactive. 69 Reaction of this material with a number of alcohols in the presence of an amine afforded poly(dialkoxysilane)s (inter alia 34, 35, and 36) with moderate molecular weight and permitted the study of the spectroscopic properties of the resulting soluble polymers.
As is evident in Figure 20a , 35 in isooctane at room temperature exhibits a UV absorption due to the main chain σ-σ * transition at 347 nm with a fwhm of 23 nm and shows FL emission at 368 nm with a Stokes shift of 21 nm, and an associated weak broad emission at 496 nm. Takeda et al. calculated the electronic band structures of several forms of siloxene, one of which was based on a linear chain model which comprises polysilane linear chains with Si-O-Si cross-links between them. 71 The band structure renders possible two optical transitions: a direct-gap and also an indirectgap transition. Thus, dual emission is possible from oxy-substituted polymeric silicon species (though very weak from the indirect-gap). Therefore, the broad long wavelength emission observed for 35 could indicate Si-O-Si cross-links, presumably due to slight hydrolysis of Si-OR groups and cross-linking at silicons bearing hydroxy groups. The FLA around the 323-nm UV-CD bands tends to approach the theoretical limit of 0.4 expected for the random distribution of a rod chromophore being collinear with the fluorophore in a rigid medium.
As demonstrated in Figure 20b , optical activity of 35 is evidenced by the observation of a positive Cotton effect in the CD spectrum, which is coincident with the UV absorption due to the silicon main chain σ-σ * transition. Cooperative interaction between the enantiopure chiral alkoxy side chains induces a preferential screw sense helical order. The Kuhn disymmetry ratio g abs for 35 at −70 • C is 1.6 × 10 −4 . In the case of poly[n-alkyl-(S )-2-methylbutylsilane]s, the g abs value of 1.9 × 10 −4 may correspond to a single screw sense helical polysilane main chain. It is likely, therefore, that the main chain of 35 adopts helical segments of predominantly either P-or M-screw sense. In contrast to the positive Cotton effect for 35, polysilane 36 bearing (S )-2-methylbutoxyl side chains, shows a negative Cotton effect at −10 • C, indicating a preferential, but opposite, screw sense in 35.
The idea that poly(dialkoxysilane)s adopt helical main chain conformations is supported by molecular mechanics calculations for the model polymer, H-[Si(O-n-Bu) 2 ] 30 -H (37), which indicate two local energy minima at dihedral angles of 160 and 200 • (see Figure 21c ), i.e., these polymers adopt helical main chain structures, of between approximately 7 3 and 15 7 screw pitch (ca. 47 21 ), but are optically inactive due to equal proportions of P-and M-turns. Interestingly, molecular mechanics calculations for Cl-(SiCl 2 ) 30 favour the all-anti conformation at 180 • as a minimum energy, as seen in Figure 21b , in aggreement with the reported single crystal X-ray structure. 69 
Energy Curves of Poly(dialkoxysilane)s
To allow comparison of alkoxy-and alkyl-substituted polymers , molecular mechanics calculations were also performed for poly(di-n-butylsilane), 14. The results indicated two local energy minima at dihedral angles of 165 and 205 • , as seen in Figure 21a , though the experimentally determined dihedral angles are ∼154 and 206 • at room temperature in solid state. For the model polymer for 36, H-[Si(O-(S )-2MeBu 2 ) 30 -H, containing enantiopure chiral alkoxy side chains, calculations afford a markedly asymmetric potential energy plot, as seen in Figure 21d , indicating a preference for P-screw sense (dihedral angle 155 • ) over M-screw sense, consistent with the observed optical activity.
Evidence for Silicon σ-Oxygen n Mixing Interaction in Poly(dialkoxylsilane)s
The UV absorption wavelength maxima for the poly(dialkoxysilane)s are generally red-shifted by ∼20 nm compared to their symmetrical poly(dialkylsilane) analogs. Such bathochromic shifts upon substitution of C with O on a silicon main chain have been reported in poly[alkoxy(phenyl)silane]s. 67 The UV absorption maxima of the alkoxy-substituted polymers were found to be red-shifted about 26 nm relative to the poly[alkyl-(phenyl)silane]. 32f The reason for this was discussed in terms of the interaction between the lone pair of electrons on the oxygen substituent and the polymer main chain electronic structure, resulting in destabilization of the HOMO and concomitant decrease of the transition energy. 65 Experimental results in the poly(dialkoxysilane) study are consistent with the band theory which predicts a bathochromic shift due to Si σ-oxygen n interaction. From the theory along with the molecular mechanics calculations, we conclude that the origin of the bathochromically shifted UV absorption in poly(dialkoxysilane)s compared to poly(dialkysilane)s is indeed electronic, through silicon σ-oxygen n orbital interaction, and not steric. 34 
Hypsochromic Thermochromism
Certain poly(di-n-alkylsilane)s exhibit abrupt thermochromism at lower temperatures with the appearance of a sharper, longer wavelength absorption around 354 nm, the driving force of which has been attributed to both a single chain mechanism and conformationdependent polymer-solvent dispersion interactions. Also poly(n-alkylmethylsilane)s, such as poly(npropylmethylsilane) and poly(n-hexylmethylsilane), show smooth bathochromic shifts without abrupt transition, attributed to a continuously increasing relative population of extended main chain sections with cooling. 39 In contrast, for poly(dialkoxysilane)s 34-36, such bathochromic spectral shifts were not observed on cooling. The UV and CD absorption maxima for 35 undergo small monotonic hypsochromic shifts as the temperature is reduced from 80 to −70 • C without any abrupt changes. This behavior is similar to that observed for stiff poly(diarylsilane)s 33c and β-branched rod-like poly(dialkylsilane)s bearing β-branched side chains. 30k 
OPTICALLY ACTIVE POLY[ALKYL(ALKOXYPHENYL)SILANE]S
Substituent Effects on Optical Properties and GlobalLocal Conformations
The conformational structures of poly(dialkylsilane) main chains at the macro-and microscopic levels, and their optoelectronic properties, dependent upon the optical band gap, are successfully controllable by choice of the side chain structures. 35a,35b In the case of phenyl-substituted polysilanes, electronic interaction between the delocalized silicon chain σ-bonding or- bitals and the π-orbitals of the aryl groups causes a significant modification of the band gap and conformational properties. 35c,65 These aryl-substituted polysilanes may be potential candidates for applications in a molecular-based chiroptical switch and memory in the UV/visible region. On the other hand, the precise control of helical polymers is of great interest, due to the technological importance of polymeric materials in the analysis and preparation of chiral drugs. 70 Indeed, a few synthetic helical polymers are able to be exploited as chiral selectors for a particular chiral drug. Aiming at chiral selection, it is necessary to introduce certain functional groups capable of discriminating between a pair of guest enantiomers through intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding, phenyl π-π, dipole-dipole, ionic, and acid-base interactions. Helical poly[alkyl(alkoxyphenyl)silane]s with chiral side chains may be candidates for use as such a chiral selector due to their multiple chiral recognition sites such as aryl, oxygen, and enantiopure chiral group functionalities. 32e,31g
The absorption spectra of poly[alkyl(alkoxyphenyl)silane]s are susceptible to substituent effects such as charge transfer from the phenyl ring to the silicon main chain (σπ-mixing), the position of the electrondonating alkoxy group on the phenyl ring, or the introduction of enantiopure chiral groups. 32c,32e,32g,73,74 We systematically investigated the UV absorption properties in THF at 20 • C of a series of optically inactive poly[alkyl(methoxyphenyl)silane]s (38-43) with different degrees of chain coiling, which are controlled by the alkyl substituents and the position of the methoxy group on the phenyl ring, 74 as shown in Chart 9.
As shown in Figure 22 , the absorption properties of 38-43 greatly depend on the global shape (from a shrunken coil to an extended stiffer structure on increase of the alkyl side chain length) and also the positional effect of the alkoxy moiety in the phenyl ring (m-or p-position). Additionally, incorporation of 20% enantiopure chiral silane units into these polysilanes led to optically active helical copolymers, which exhibited "Sergeants and Soldiers"-type cooperativity.
Control of Main Chain Helicity by Position of Remote Chiral Group
The helical structures of poly[alkyl(alkoxyphenyl)-silane]s featuring a remote enantiopure chiral group on the phenyl ring are significantly affected by the position (meta-or para-) of the chiral alkoxy substituent, even though the chiral substituent is far from the main chain. 32c As shown in Figure 23a , the CD spectrum of the m-derivative (45) shows a marked negative signal at around 310 nm in the region between the two UV bands, indicating that the chiral steric effect locks the main chain conformation in a particular helical sense, even though it may be strongly distorted due to the steric imbalance between the methyl and bulky m-(S )-2-methylbutoxyphenyl side chains.
Contrarily, in the case of the p-derivative (44), no CD bands were observed at 23-25 • C, even at −80 • C, as shown in Figure 23b . Presumably the Cotton band of the p-derivative is cancelled by an equivalent pro- portion of opposite screw-sense helical segments (this may be referred to as "latent helicity", "masked CD", or "crypto-optical activity"). 50 The difference between the higher order structures of the m-and p-derivatives may be connected to the different degrees of steric hindrance of the (S )-2-methylbutoxyphenyl rings in para and meta positions, since the p-derivative may have more space in which to freely rotate the aryl group, and as a result, the main chain is not fixed conformationally. The difference in the helical main chain mobilities of 44 and 45 are evident in their 29 Si NMR spectra, 32c as shown in Figure 24 . A broad signal (∆ν 1/2 ∼240 Hz at around −32 ppm) is observed for optically active 45, whereas two sharp signals (at about −39 ppm and −40 ppm, ∆ν 1/2 about 76 Hz and 85 Hz, respectively) and one shoulder (at about −38 ppm) for optically inactive 44 are observed. The two sharp signals of 44 may reflect the tacticity of the main chain with st-, it-, and ht-triads. 72 The broad signal of 45 suggests that the mobility of the main chain is restrained due to chiral steric locking in one predominant helical screw-sense. In contrast, the sharpness of the NMR signal of 44 indicates that the P-and M-helical segments in the main δ Figure 24 . 29 Si NMR spectra of para and meta poly{methyl[(S )-2-methylbutoxyphenyl]silane}s (44 and 45) in benzene-d 6 at 50
• C. (46) aggregates at different THF/methanol proportions at 20
chain can rapidly exchange without locking into a partial screw-sense. In support of this, it was recently reported that the 1 H NMR linewidths of poly(alkyl isocyanate)s are directly related to the degrees of mobilities of the main chain, side chains, and interconversion between P-and M-screw senses. 18r
Chiroptical Properties with Switch and Memory Functions of Aggregates
As noted above, poly[alkyl(alkoxyphenyl)silane]s bearing enantiopure chiral substituents in the para position on the phenyl ring are optically inactive in dilute solution due to the presence of equal proportions of P-and M-helical segments. 31c,31e However, it is well known for several optically inactive π-conjugated polymers bearing chiral side chains that optical activity may emerged in the aggregate phase due to supramolecular ordering. Interestingly, aggregation of polymers with chiral substituents into chiral supramolecular structures considerably influences the optical and chiroptical properties. For instance, the bisignate CD signal switching of polythiophene 20c,20d,20g,20i or poly(laspartate) 55 aggregates and/or liquid crystals in response to the cooling rate and/or temperature of the thin film or the ratio of good/poor co-solvents have been reported. Poly[alkyl(alkoxyphenyl)silane]s aggregates also show switchable and memorizable CD properties in good/poor cosolvent systems, controllable by such experimental factors as solvent polarity, solvation, solubility, solvent addition order, thermal effects and polysilane structure and stereochemistry. 31e The CD spectra of poly{n-hexyl[p-(S )-2-methylbutoxyphenyl]silane} (46) aggregates exhibit a wellresolved bisignate CD signal in a THF/methanol cosolvent system, although no CD signal is evident in pure THF solution. 31e The observed positive Cotton effect in excess THF inverted to a negative Cotton effect above 60% methanol, and the bisignate CD intensities changed continuously with increasing methanol concentration (Figure 25a ), the CD inversion occuring at 50%/50% THF/methanol. This indicates that although 46 forms optically active chiral aggregates in a poorer (high dielectric constant) solvent, the chirality of the aggregates is switchable by the solvent polarity, as has also been reported for a polythiophene. 20d The bisignate nature of the CD spectrum is considered to be characteristic of an exciton couplet arising from the interaction between transition dipole moments on neighboring polymer segments in chiral configurations. 43 The CD splitting results mainly from intermolecular interaction between polysilane helices since the CD spectra originate from µm-scale chiral aggregates. 31e Interestingly, the CD sign of the chiral aggregates around the CD reversal point (THF/methanol 55%/45%) was found to be switchable by the solvent addition order, either Method I (methanol added into THF solution including the polysilane) or Method II (THF solution of the polysilane added into methanol), as shown in Figure 26 . This CD inversion is assumed to originate from the initial chirality of the "seed" aggregates, dependent on the solvent polarity in the aggregation process.
Temperature and Solvent Effects on Chiroptical Switch and Memory
Thermally reversible aggregation and gelation have been reported for stiff poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) s. 18b,18j To test the thermal stability of the chirality of optically active poly{n-hexyl-[p-(S )-2-methylbutoxyphenyl]silane} aggregates, 46 aggregates were subjected to multiple cycles of heating (50 • C) and cooling (−10 • C). 31e In the CD spectra of the aggregates at 60%/40% THF/methanol, the bisignate Cotton effect observed at 20 • C completely disappeared at 50 • C and appeared again at −10 • C on the cooling run with similar λ ext and sign to that at 20 • C (Figure 27a ). These CD profiles are reproducible after several thermal cycles. In contrast, at 50%/50% THF/methanol (CD reversal point), the CD spectra of the aggregates for only Method II (THF solution of 46 added into methanol) reversed after four thermal cycles and the CD profiles finally showed similar CD λ ext , signs and intensities to those obtained by Method I (Figure 27b ). This CD switching for Method II results from the transformation of a metastable chiral aggregate to an energetically more stable opposite chiral state (produced using Method I) on application of the thermal stimulus.
The formation of stable chiral aggregates depends critically on the polysilane structure and stereochemistry. The less sterically hindered p-substituted 44 exhibits a weak, bisignate, non-switchable CD signal in only the toluene/acetonitrile system, and no CD signals are evident in pure toluene or THF due to the lack of preferential screw sense. In contrast, although the apparently less sterically hindered, less polar msubstituted 45 does show optical activity when molecularly dispersed in THF or toluene solution, the CD signal disappears on formation of aggregates in good/poor cosolvent systems. These methyl-substituted polysilanes have sterically imbalanced side chains (small methyl group and bulky (S )-2-methylbutoxyphenyl group) and may adopt conformations with macroscopically random and shrunken coils. In contrast, the stiffer 46 adopts a more extended global shape with greater spatial freedom between the bulky side chains, leading to the formation of well-balanced, chirally oriented aggregates and the chirality switching function.
Molecular Chirality Recognition Abilities of Aggregates
A few synthetic helical polymers are well known to be utilized as chiral selectors and chiral stationary phases (CSP) in gas or liquid chromatography. 70 Recently, it was reported that a preferential helical sense in solution can be induced by interaction between optically inactive polymers and chiral solvents/additives. Examples of such intriguing polymers are poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) 18d,18k,75 and poly(phenylacetylene)s bearing functional groups. 19d−19h Certain polysilane derivatives also show chiral recognition ability in solution at room temperature. Poly(methyl-β-pinanylsilane) (48) has two chiral centers per bulky hydrophobic pinanyl side group 30i and exhibits an enantio-recognition ability for hydrophobic β-pinene, but none for hydrophilic methanol.
We also demonstrated the molecular chiral- ity recognition ability of chiral alcohols using aggregates 32g of optically inactive poly [n-hexyl(pn-propoxyphenyl) silane] without any chiral groups (47) . Aggregates of 47 in the presence of various chiral alcohols exhibit remarkable, bisignate induced circular dichroism (ICD) based on amplified chiral ordering as shown in Figure 28a . Additionally, the sign of the ICD depends on the absolute configuration of the chiral alcohol, indicating clearly that the polysilane forms chiral oriented aggregates due to the transfer of molecular chirality information by the weak hydrogen-bonding interaction between the ether oxygen moieties of 47 and the OH group of the chiral alcohols. Interestingly, the chiral polysilane aggregates showed a linear relation between the enantiomeric excess (ee) of chiral 2-butanol and the ICD intensities ( Figure 28b ). This system can thus quantitatively determine the optical purity of chiral target molecules . Interestingly, in a series of primary (S )-chiral alkyl alcohols with monotonically increasing numbers of methylene spacer groups, the ICD sign of the polysilane aggregates was found to oscillate according to the number of methylene carbons between the OH group and the chiral center ( Figure 29) . Such CD phenomena have been generally referred to as the "odd-even" effect and have been observed in other helical superstructures. 20g Exciton couplet theory and model studies suggest that the odd-even effect originates in the transition between P-and M-handed supramolecular helicity, indicating that the position of the chiral center governs the chirality of the polysilane aggregates. The preparation of a combinatorial library by screening of 47 aggregates against various chiral guests might help in the design of new polymer-based CSPs or chiral selectors.
The origin of the difference between the optical activities (or lack of it) in 38-47 remains obscure. To the-ε Figure 29 . Variation of CD sign and amplitudes of poly [nhexyl(p-n-propoxyphenyl) silane] (47) aggregates in toluene / methanol / a series of (S )-primary chiral alkyl alcohols mixtures at 20
• C. For comparison, the CD intensity with (S )-2-butanol is inserted.
oretically clarify this, the potential energy curves of 43, 44, and 45 model oligomers as a function of dihedral angle were obtained by molecular mechanics calculations. Figure 30a shows the potential energy curves per silicon repeat unit for it-46 and it-47 models with thirty silicon repeat units. Molecular mechanics calculations indicated the existence of two almost equivalent local minima around 165 • (P-15 7 helix) and 195 • (M-15 7 helix) in a double well potential energy plot for it-46 with a very small preferential energy stability between P-and M-motifs. In addition, the helix reversal energy of ∼2.5 kcal per repeat unit seems to be fairly small, indicating the likelihood of a rapid twisting motion between P-and M-motifs. In the case of it-47, the calculations clearly showed two equivalent potential energy minima at 155 • (P-15 7 helix) and 210 • (M-15 7 helix), with a helix reversal of ∼2.5 kcal per repeat unit. These results satisfactorily agree with the lack of preferential energy stability between P-and M-motifs for 47 and lead to the further conclusion that this may be essential for the apparent optical inactivity (masked helicity or cryptochirality) of 46 and 47 in solution. Presumably, the optical activity of 46 may occur in a preferential helical screw sense within the aggregates induced by the p-chiral ether moieties, and also the solvent polarity could control the preferential helical screw sense.
For comparison, Figure 30b shows the potential energy curves per silicon repeat unit for an it-45 model with thirty silicon repeat units. Molecular mechanics calculations indicated a local minimum around 165 • in a substantially single well potential energy, resulting in the preferential energy stability of the P-motif over the M. This result might be connected to the observation of the CD signal for 45 in solution at room temperature.
OPTICALLY ACTIVE POLY[ALKYL(PHENYL)SILANE]S
UV absorption and Fluorescence Spectra of Optically Inactive Homopolymers
The effect of the cooperative helical ordering in poly[alkyl(alkylphenyl)silane] copolymers with a minor portion of chiral and major portion of achiral moieties is described. 31b,31f Firstly, the structure was analyzed to determine the main chain solution state conformation. This is because, although well-established light scattering and viscosity measurements provide information on the global conformation such as the radius of gyration and the value of α, these methods cannot definitively determine whether a local conformation is helical. The main chain conformation of poly[alkyl(aryl)silane]s, however, was not fully understood because the main chain λ max depends not only the main chain conformation and the silicon repeat number 38 but also on the effect of σ-π mixing between the phenyl groups and the silicon main chain. 35 Secondly, poly[alkyl(aryl)silane] copolymers with an increasing proportion of chiral side chain to achiral side chains was investigated. 31b,31f The preferential screw-sense in the main chain of these helical polymers was induced nonlinearly as regards the incorporated chiral moiety ratio, which is consistent with a cooperative response of the conformational properties 15,18b to the chiral information.
A series of optically active poly[alkyl(phenyl)silane] copolymers with different chiral mole compositions 52 and 53, are shown in Chart 11, along with homopolymers of coiled poly[methyl(phenyl)silane] (49) and stiff poly [n-hexyl(m-tolyl) silane] (50).
Figures 31a and 31b compares the UV absorption, FL, and FLA spectra of optically inactive poly[alkyl(alkylphenyl)silane] homopolymers 49 and 50, respectively. Two bands around 280 and 320-360 nm are seen in both absorption spectra. Although the latter absorption should be due to the silicon main chain, the former is due to the phenyl π-π * transition. It is noted that the UV absorption, FL, and FLA spectra of 49 and 50 reveals great differences.
For 49, the FL spectral profile with a fwhm of 30 nm is not the mirror image of the 340 nm absorption band and the photoexcitation wavelength depends strongly on the FLA around the 340 nm absorption band, ranging from 0.00 at 300 nm to 0.36 at 350 nm. In contrast, for 50, the FL spectral profile with an fwhm of 15 nm is the mirror image of the 350 nm absorption band, although the FLA has a similar photoexcitation wavelength dependence around the 350 nm band, ranging from 0.00 at 300 nm to 0.31 at 360 nm. These properties relate to the global main chain structure, since the polysilane absorption results from a collection of various chromophoric segments with different excitation energies. When segments with higher energy absorption are excited, the photoexcited electron-hole pair migrates into segments of lower energy from which emission then occurs. Consequently, the mirror-image relationship with narrower bandwidth between absorption and emission show that the main chain conformation of 50 has a more regular spatial conformation than that of 49. This may be consistent with the idea that 49 and 50 have a random-coil and stiff global conformational structures, respectively, in solution from the absorptivity-viscosity index-fwhm correlation. 45 Molecular mechanics calculations support the idea that the most stable conformation of 49 and 50 is helical with equal proportions of P-and M-motifs, resulting in optical inactivity. Figure 32a shows the potential energy of 49 oligomer model with twenty-one repeat units as a function of the Si-Si-Si-Si dihedral angle. The respective P-and M-helical conformations of 49 near 160 • and 200 • are more stable than the all-anti conformation of 180 • regardless of it-or st-configuration. The energy cost of helix reversal is estimated as ∼1 kcal per repeat unit, suggesting a rapid twisting motion between P-and M-motifs. Figure 32b shows the potential energy of oligo-nhexyl(phenyl)silane, a model for 54 with thirty-one repeat units as a function of the dihedral angle instead of 50 for simplicity, since the conformations of 50 and 54 as can be seen from the similarity between the UV absorption and FL spectral profiles of 50 and 54. The respective P-and M-helical conformations of it-54 near 170 • and 190 • are more stable than the all-anti conformation although the conformations of st-54 are stable near 180 • . If we accept from the plot that the potential energy of the it-configuration is about 4 kcal per repeat unit more stable than that of the st conformation at any dihedral angle, actual 50 is likely to contain mainly itsequences rather than st-sequences.
These calculations and considerations led to the idea that 50 and 54 are likely to adopt helical structures as the most stable conformation, regardless of their optical activity.
Helical Induction in Copolymers by the "Sergeants and Soldiers" Principle
The UV absorption and CD spectra of copolymers 52 (x = 0.25) and 53 (x = 0.20) in THF at 23-25 • C are shown in Figure 33a and 33b. The positive-sign CD spectral profile around 340 nm almost traces the corre- sponding 340 nm UV absorption for both copolymers. This is consistent with helical conformations for 49 and 50, since, if 49 and 50 have an achiral, all-anti conformation, a zero or far smaller CD signal should be observed. If 52 and 53 adopt partly all-anti segments, which cannot be responsible for a CD signal in the main chain, the CD band will not completely match the apparent UV band. All UV-CD spectral profiles for all the copolymers with different proportions of chiral side moieties, 52 and 53, were almost identical except for the magnitude of the CD band. This therefore led to the idea that the local conformations of optically active 52 and 53 should be helical with a preferential screwsense. It is considered from this extrapolation, that even optically inactive 49 and 50 may have a latent helical structure, 50 but without a preferential screw-sense. To discuss the preferential screw sense capability qualitatively in a series of 52 and 53 copolymers with chiral-achiral side chains, the g abs values are more convenient for quantatively discussing the conformational changes as a function of the chiral mole composition than the ∆ε value, since it has already been established in numbers of optically active poly(dialkylsilane) homopolymers and copolymers, that the g abs value is very sensitive to changes in P-and M-helix populations. 31 Figure 34a and 34b show the values of the values of g abs at CD-UV peak absorption wavelengths in a series of 52 and 53 as a function of the chiral mole composition.
Evidently, although the g abs values for 52 and 53 increases nonlinearly as the mole composition of the chiral units increases, there is a certain difference in the relation between the g abs values and the chiral composition. 32f The g abs values of 52 increases almost linearly as the chiral composition increases from zero to 30 mol%, and eventually converges at a chiral composition of 30 mol%. In contrast, the g abs values of 53 increases nonlinearly with convex curvature as the chiral composition increases from zero to 50 mol%. Although poly[(S )-2-methylbutyl(phenyl)silane] homopolymer (51) was not produced, probably because of the great steric effect of the (S )-2-methylbutyl moieties attached to the main chain, we consider these differences to originate from the chain stiffness and/or persistence length differences between 49 and 50.
The introduction of (S )-2-methylbutyl substituents, however, does not cause any great change in their global or local main chain conformations including di- hedral angle, as discussed above. The population of P-and M-motifs, therefore, changes nonlinearly as regards the chiral unit composition. We may call these relations between g abs values and the chiral composition a positive cooperative effect ("sergeant-good soldiers") for preferential screw-sense helix induction, as already established in poly(alkylisocyanate) copolymers bearing chiral and achiral side chains. 9,18b In a series of rigid rod-like helix poly(dialkylsilane)s with a single-screw-sense, the maximum g abs values (g max ) reaches ∼2.0 × 10 −4 at the UV peak absorption wavelength, 30f,30k while that of 49 (x = 0.30) is slightly lower, ∼1.7 × 10 −4 . If the value of g max of poly[alkyl(aryl)silane] derivatives (52 and 53) with a 100% pure P-or M-helix is assumed to ∼1.8 × 10 −4 by extrapolation, 32f the presence of about 30% chiral units can effectively induce an approximately 95% positive sign CD helix with 5% negative sign CD helix resulting in a 90% enantiomeric excess of the positive sign CD pseudoenantiomer of 49.
Two series of 52 copolymers with a coiled main chain structure and 53 copolymers with a stiff main chain conformation were described. It was concluded by means of UV and CD spectra, as well as molecular mechanics calculations, that both optically inactive 49 and 50 should adopt helical conformations with an equal quantity of P-and M-screw-senses. A marked "positive" cooperative induction phenomenon of preferential screw-sense was found in 52 and 53 copolymers. However, there is a marked difference in the helical cooperativity between 52 and 53, probably because of the differences in their global and local conformations. This difference may be connected to the persistence length of the helical conformation limited by helix reversals which allow change of screw sense as seen originally in the work of the Italian school on isotactic vinyl polymers 15c and later in the polyisocyanates. 9,18b OPTICALLY ACTIVE POLY(DIARYLSILANE)S
CD and UV Spectra of Homopolymers
Amongst the polysilanes, those featuring two aryl ring side chains exhibit the longest wavelength UV absorption, around 400 nm, 47 although the actual value depends on the aryl ring substituent (s) . To afford reasonable solubility, alkyl chains of four or more longer carbon atoms should be attached to the aryl rings. Theoretical calculations indicate that both opening of the silicon main chain dihedral angles and interaction between the phenyl ring π-orbitals and the silicon main chain result in a decreased optical band gap, causing the absorption maximum to shift to longer wavelengths 36, 51 The local conformation of the poly(diarylsilane)s was long considered to consist of a fully extended, all-anti silicon main chain from both theoretical 36,76d and experimental 76a−76c perspectives. However, X-ray analysis of diphenylsilane oligomer single crystals 77 revealed helical main chains with dihedral angles around 150-160 • . Our molecular mechanics calculations 33c on thirty-mer chains were consistent with this, affording non-minimum potential energies for all-anti structures. To further test experimentally whether poly(diarlysilane)s adopt helical or all-anti main chain conformations, a series of homopolymers 33a and copolymers featuring enantiopure chiral and achiral alkyl substituents on the aryl rings were systematically investigated. 33b,33c Firstly, facile control of screw sense in poly(diaryl)silane homopolymers is presented, and secondly copolymers exhibiting cooperative helix induction and helix inversion phenomena are described. 33b The chemical structures of poly(diarylsilane) ho- mopolymers 54-58 are shown in Chart 12. Since polysilane main chains are both fluorophoric and chromophoric due to delocalisation of the silicon σ−σ * transition, the CD, UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopic features are particularly useful to characterize the conformational structures, as noted above. The magnitude of the g abs value is again of use. Polysilanes 54-58 show relatively narrow UV absorptions with fwhm of ca. 16 nm around 396 nm and mirror image fluorescence emission spectra with small Stokes shifts of ∼13 nm. 33 Additionally, fluorescence anisotropies in the range 0.20-0.38 indicate regular, stiff polymer molecules with long segment lengths in solution. 30d Figure 35a and 35b show the variable temperature CD and UV-visible spectra between −70 and 80 • C, and FL spectra at 20 • C for 55 with one para-(S )-2-methylbutyl group per repeat unit and 57 with two meta-(S )-2-methylbutyl groups per repeat unit in isooctane. The signs of the CD spectra for these polymers (positive and negative, respectively) indicate that, despite containing the same (S ) enantiomer group, they show opposite helical chirality. Analysis of 56, with one meta-(S )-2-methylbutyl group per repeat also revealed a positive sign CD signal, while 58 with two para-(S )-2-methylbutyl groups also showed negative CD, coincident with the corresponding UV-Vis absorption spectra.
From Figure 35a , the adoption of this helical structure results from a certain relationship between the alkyl substituents on neighboring phenyl rings. While the UV spectra of the poly(diarylsilane)s are similar, the CD spectra depend strongly on the polymer composition. It appears that the helical screw sense depends on the number of chiral centers per repeat unit -one producing a positive CD helix and two producing a negative CD helix. For 55, the Cotton effect is greatest at −70 • C , though as the temperature is raised the effect decreases to around zero at 80 • C. This indicates that the conformation of the helical silicon chain is dynamically twisting between the two screw senses. At low temperature this process is slow and the preferential screw sense emerges, while at high temperature, the process is fast, effectively equilibrating the popu-lations of the two screw senses. The corollary of the reduction in Cotton effect intensity at high temperature is an increase in ∆ε with decrease in temperature. This effect has also been observed by other workers. Green et al. demonstrated that the optical activity of poly(alkylisocyanate)s increases with decreasing temperature due to a diminishing number of helix reversals, allowing greater cooperation of main chain units. 18b Since the CD spectrum for 56 exhibits a positive Cotton effect at the lowest energy UV transition, the main chain should adopt the same preferential screw sense as that for 55, although the small value of g abs (= +0.34 × 10 −4 ) suggests weaker helical screw sense preference such as a partial cancellation of oppositely signed CD bands of major and opposite minor screw sense pseudo-enantiomeric helical segments. 33b The weaker screw sense preference may be a result of the greater ability of 54 to mitigate steric congestion by phenyl ring rotation to minimize interaction between the meta chiral alkyl groups on nearest and next nearest silicon atoms. 32c In contrast, the CD spectra of 57 and 58 exhibit negative Cotton effects, as exemplified in Figure 35b for 57. This implies a helical conformation, but of the opposite preferential screw sense to 55 and 56, even though the enantiopure chiral moiety in all cases is the (S )-2-methylbutyl group. Similarly, the Cotton effect is of greatest absolute magnitude with negative sign at −70 • C and almost zero at 80 • C.
The finding that poly(diarylsilane)s exhibiting either positive or negative CD signals-i.e., with opposing screw senses-may be obtained using only (S )-chiral substituents, is significant in synthetic polymer chemsitry in that to obtain helical homopolymers with opposing screw senses, it may be not necessary to use both enantiomeric forms of the chiral group. The cheaper enantiomer may therefore be employed in any industrial applications to obtain both pseudoenantiomeric helical polymer conformations.
It may be possible that the helicity in poly(diarylsilane)s is a result of induction by the chiral substitution interaction, and that polymers with achiral substituents actually have all-anti conformations. While this possibility cannot be directly ruled out, comparison of the spectroscopic data of polymers with chiral substituents and those with achiral substituents. e.g., 54 and 58, respectively, indicates similar main chain dihedral angles, since the UV absorption maxima are so similar. Both polymers should therefore be helical, with the difference being that in the case of 54 the overall numbers of P-and M-turns are equal, whereas for 58, one of the screw senses predominates, resulting in net helicity and optical activity.
Molecular Mechanics Calculations
For poly(diarylsilane)s with achiral and chiral substituents, molecular mechanics calculations of model oligomers afforded almost symmetrical tetra-well potential energy curves with non-minimum 180 • values in both H-(Ph 2 Si) 30 -H (model of unsubstituted diphenylpolysilane, 59) and H-[(p-n-BuPh) 2 Si] 30 -H (model for 54), and provide asymmetrical tri-well potential energy curves with non-minimum 180 • values in (c) H-(Ar* 2 Si) 30 -H (model for 58), (d) st-H-(ArAr*Si) 30 -H, and (e) it-H-(ArAr*Si) 30 -H models for 55) (where Ar = p-n-butylphenyl, and Ar * = p-(S )-2-methylbutylphenyl), respectively, as shown in Figure 36a-36e .
These calculations predict helical main chain conformations of poly(diarylsilane)s, regardless of the presence of chiral or achiral substituents. For 54 and even 59, equal proportions of P-and M-turns should exist, resulting in overall optical inactivity of the internal racemate. In contrast to previous reports, which suggested an all-anti conformation for perphenylated oligosilanes, 77 the present calculations indicate a latent helical conformation for 54, in agreement with our experimental observations. However, calculation for a polysilane with small substituents, i.e., Cl-(Cl 2 Si) 30 Cl did suggest an all-anti conformation 69 with a potential energy minimum at 180 • in agreement with the experimental single crystal X-ray structure determination, though with all other, bulkier substituents (aryl and aliphatic), helical structures are predicted. 32c Calculations of poly(diarylsilane) models 55 and 58, however, suggest that both P-and M-screw senses should coexist, but that the lower energy M-turns should be in greater abundance, resulting in an excess of these and consequent optical activity, corroborating our experimental conclusions from CD studies of helicity. In contrast to experiment, though, the calculations did not indicate opposite screw sense preferences for models with one and two enantiopure chiral groups per monomer unit.
Temperature and Composition Effects of Helical Cooperativity in Copolymers
Of great interest concerning copolymers are cooperativity effects such as helical amplification and screw sense inversion, as exemplified in poly(dialkylsilane)s and poly(alkylarylsilane)s. It is now established for the helical polyisocyanates 9,18e,18p,18t that side chain interactions can result in significant preferential screw sense induction within long stiff segments and that chiral monomer units can exert stereochemical control over the helicity of adjacent achiral monomer units by the "sergeants and soldiers effect". It was of interest to in- 30 -H, and (e) it-H-(ArAr*Si) 30 -H (55) (where Ar = p-n-butylphenyl, and Ar* = p-(S )-2-methylbutylphenyl). Calculations performed using MSI, Discover 3, ver. 4.00, pcff force field. vestigate whether such an effect could be observed for the poly(diarylsilane)s, since in any device application, considerable saving in costs may be achievable if preferential screw sense helical polymers could be obtained from largely achiral materials.
Similarly to the homopolymers, spectroscopic studies of the copolymers were carried out in dilute solution (1 × 10 −4 M in toluene, isooctane or THF) between −70 and 80 • C. As is evident in Figure 37 , the CD spectrum of 61 exhibits a positively signed Cotton effect around 390 nm, almost coincident with the lowest energy main chain σ−σ * transition in the 20 • C UV spectrum at 394 nm. The CD spectra of 60 and 62 show similar features to that of 61, and the similarity of these data with those for the homopolymers indicates that the copolymers are therefore expected to adopt helical conformations.
To investigate helical cooperativity in these copoly- mer systems, the Kuhn dissymmetry ratios, g abs , were evaluated. The value of g abs is displayed as a function of chiral content for 54, 57, 58, and 60-65 at 20 • C in Figure 38 . It is evident that the absolute magnitudes of the g abs value for the para-copolymers 60-62 exceed those for enantiopure homopolymer 58. Since the UV, FL, FLE, and FLA spectroscopic data are similar for all the polymers, it is reasonable to assume that polymer main chain dihedral angles are similar, such that an increase in g abs should imply greater helical screw sense induction. The larger g abs values for copolymers 60-62 may therefore indicate that the cooperative effect in the para-phenyl-substituted copolymers 58 is such as to induce helical main chain conformations with greater screw sense selectivity than the enantiopure-substituted poly(diarylsilane) homopolymer, in which there is assumed to be a minor presence of segments of the less favored, opposite, chiral sense, resulting in a lower dissymmetry ratio. Among 60-62, 61 with a ratio of (S )-chiral / nbutyl = 0.5 / 0.5 shows the greatest absolute value of g abs . At higher chiral content than this, the value of g abs decreases again, inverting to negative for the bis-chiral homopolymer 58, 30a,30c indicating a change of preferential screw sense. This unusual cooperativity contrasts with that observed in other optically active copolymers such as poly-(arylisocyanate)s, 18m,18n poly(alkylisocyanate)s, 18b and poly(dialkylsilane)s. 30a−30c,30g In these latter two cases, the screw sense is determined by a small minority of enantiopure chiral repeat units and the dissymmetric ratio is constant or only slightly increases at greater chiral content levels. 30g The CD and UV spectra of all three polymers 60-62 exhibit temperature dependence as is evident for 61 in Figure 37 and presented graphically for all the copolymers in Figure 39a and 39b (which show plots of UV and CD λ max intensities vs. temperature, respectively), the UV λ max shifting to slightly longer values at higher temperatures with generally a concomitant reduction in intensity and the CD intensity dropping in most cases to nearly zero value at about 80 • C. This is consistent with the loss of screw sense preference due to the thermal energy and consequent partial cancellation of oppositely signed CD bands.
In contrast, however, the CD spectrum of 64, containing 50% bis-m-(S )-2-methylbutylphenyl-substituted monomer units, exhibits very weak negative CD bands (dissymmetry ratio at −10 • C, g abs = −0.23 × 10 −4 ), lower by a factor of 4-8 than those of 60-62, indicating that there is only a weak cooperative effect in the meta case, the main chain adopting the opposite screw sense to the para-substituted cases, presumably resulting from the better alleviation of steric hindrance afforded. Two possible, non-exclusive, reasons can be considered to account for the lower dissymmetry ratio: (i) The polymer main chain dihedral angles are very close to 180 • , resulting in a looser helix. (ii) Although the main chain is helical, there is less dominant screw sense selectivity, thus giving rise to weaker Cotton effects through partial cancellation of oppositely signed CD bands. 33c This may result from the greater ability of 55 to mitigate steric congestion by phenyl ring rotation, minimizing interaction between the meta chiral alkyl groups and p-n-butyl or m-(S )-2-methylbutyl groups on neighboring silicon atoms. The room temperature spectroscopic data for all the homo-and copolymers are similar, though 64 exhibits a longer UV absorption maximum (indicative of more open main chain dihedral angles) than 63 and 65. 33c Although it is not possible at present to definitively state the origin of the weaker Cotton effects observed for 64, we suggest that both factors outlined above are responsible, viz., 64 has a loose helical structure (near to all anti) in which P and M sense helical turns coexist but in unequal proportions. For copolymer 65, similar spectral features are observed to 64, though with increasing negative dissymmetry ratios in the meta-phenyl-substituted series. Among all the poly(diarylsilane)s studied, it is homopolymer 57 which evidences the highest dissymmetry ratio.
Thermo-Driven Helix-Helix Transition
In the case of 63, containing 20% m-(S )-2-methylbutylphenylsilane units, the CD spectrum shows a negative Cotton effect at −70 • C, as can be seen in Figure 40a , 40b, whereas at 50 • C, the effect is positive. At −10 • C the signal is approximately zero. 33b This observations indicate a change in the main chain from one prevailing helical screw sense to the other, a rare example of a temperature-driven helical inversion of a polymer in dilute solution. There are a few other reports of such solution state inversions, these concern, e.g., certain poly(α-amino acid ester)s, 53, 54 a poly(aryl isocyanate), 18f,18p poly(dialkylsilane)s, 31 polyacetylenes, 19g,19k,19m,19p and most recently, some polyisocyanate copolymers. 18t The small g abs value for 63 at 20 • C may imply proximity to the transition temperature. However, the absolute magnitude of g abs for 63 at −70 • C (−0.38 × 10 −4 ) is greater than that for 64 (−0.27 × 10 −4 ), but less than that for 60 (−1.57 × 10 −4 ). By comparison, the g abs value for the related bis-m-chiral homopolymer 57 is −2.00 × 10 −4 at 20 • C. 30a The lower dissymmetric ratios for the bis-m-chiral copolymers 63-65, therefore, are most probably the consequence of the coexistence of both helical screw senses in their main chains at all temperatures.
Consistent with the above suggestion, the CD spectrum of 63 at −10 • C actually has a small negative component at ∼401 nm in addition to the small positive peak at 390 nm, as shown in Figure 40b . These two bands are ascribed to the two different screw senses, which should be characterized by different screw pitches. 33b It is not possible, however, to associate a particular screw sense with the sign of the Cotton effect. The maximum magnitude of the positive Cotton effect for 63 occurs around 50 • C, but it is less than the maximum negative magnitude, as may be seen from the plot of CD intensity ∆ε vs. T in Figure 37b .
Above 50 • C, the CD signal intensity decreases again, a feature in common with the other poly(diarylsilane)s, 33c which is attributed to thermal population of the higher energy screw sense state, but additionally, though to a much lesser degree, to thermal broadening of the bands as a result of slight bond length increase (the molar absorptivities for UV and CD spectra decrease with increasing temperature).
A temperature cycling experiment comprising three cycles of −70/50 • C with CD and UV spectra recorded at each temperature for 63 indicated that the transition is reversible, with negative and positive Cotton effects being observed at the low and high temperatures, respectively, as shown in Figure 41 .
Despite the fact that the poly(diarylsilane)s are amongst the most robust polysilanes, indefinite cycling would not be possible, since the polymers are photosensitive and irradiation causes photodegradation by silicon-silicon bond scission. Excluding CD results, the data for the homologous copolymer 64 with a ratio of chiral/achiral = 0.5/0.5 are similar to those of 63. Copolymer 65 (chiral/achiral = 0.8/0.2) with lower M w has slightly lower UV molar absorptivity but is otherwise also comparable to 63, indicating similar polymer structures for 63-65. The CD data, however, are markedly different: whereas 63 shows negative Cotton effects at low temperature and positive at high temperature, indicating a transition from one helical screw sense to the other, both 64 and 65, and the related homopolymer, 57, show only negative Cotton effects at all temperatures and thus do not exhibit this phenomenon, i.e., this function is specific to the composition and structure of 63.
It is apparent, therefore, that a subtle interplay of factors underlies such a PM transition, presumably as a consequence of the enthalpy and entropy terms in the Gibbs free energy being of the same sign. The sign of the free energy difference changes as a function of temperature, as was discussed for the origin of PM transitions for certain polyisocyanates and poly(dialkylsilane) s. 18b,18m,18n,30a−30c,30g In the present case, since both P-and M-screw senses coexist in these polymer systems, the transition may be considered to reflect the gradual thermodynamic stabilization of one screw sense relative to the other, as the populations alter with temperature, rather than an abrupt switch. It should be noted that the energy potential curve with multi well energy minima is of primary importance in the consideration of these polymers, as well as for the poly(dialkylsilanes)s mentioned above.
Chiroptical Property of Aggregates
Aggregates-micro-precipitates of tens to thousands of polymer molecules-are formed for the poly-(diarylsilane)s when a poor solvent such as methanol is added to a molecularly disperse solution of the polymer in a good solvent, such as toluene or THF. Aggregates can be invisible to the naked eye or appear as a faint cloudiness in the solution and are amenable to study by many solution techniques such as solution state CD and UV spectroscopy. Since aggregates are the first stage of a solid precipitate, they are also therefore useful as model materials of the solid bulk state polymers. Here we describe briefly our initial investigations of poly(diarylsilane) aggregates. 57 The UV and CD spectra of 55 in toluene after addition of methanol are shown in Figure 40 . These spectra are typical for those of poly(diarylsilane)s under such conditions. The aggregate UV spectrum of 55 is similar to the homogeneous solution spectrum, although often the intensity of the absorption is reduced and absorption tails into the visible as some light is effectively prevented from reaching the detector due to scattering, resulting in non-flat baselines. The aggregate CD spectrum, however, is markedly different from the homogeneous solution spectrum and instead of a single Cotton effect of positive or negative sign coincident with the UV spectrum, a bisignate Cotton effect is produced as a result of coupled excitonic interactions (Davidov coupling). By convention, a bisignate Cotton effect takes the sign of the longer wavelength extremum; thus in Figure 42 , the bisignate Cotton effects are positive.
The poly(diarylsilane) aggregate CD and UV appearances are similar to those for the poly[alkyl(alkoxyphenyl)silane]s, although shifted to longer wavelength due to the presence of two phenyl rings. However, while the latter contain an oxygen atom, allowing effective interaction with solvents and guest molecules, the former do not, and are thus less responsive to their environment.
Circularly Polarized Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) in the polysilanes is well documented, 35, 39 and for the poly(diarylsilane)s occurs typically with a small Stokes shift and almost mirror image profile of the UV absorption. 33a,33b,76 This is due to the similarity of the chromophore and fluorophore structures in the ground and excited states, respectively, which is a result of the fact that little main chain conformational change occurs on excitation of the electrons from the σ to the σ * orbitals. As PL is the emissive counterpart to UV, the emissive counterpart to CD is circularly polarized photoluminescence (CPPL). 27a,43 Where the fluorophore is chiral, then the photo-excited state can return to the ground state with emission of circularly polarized light, the direction of polarization of which depends on the relative intensities of the righthanded and left-handed emissions (I R and I L , respectively), which in turn depends on the chirality of the material, or more accurately, the chirality of the photoexcited state of the material. 43 Preliminary investigations 78 showed that CPPL can indeed be observed in poly(diarylsilane)s, although the intensity is low.
In our experiment, an aggregate phase of 55 in toluene and methanol (1:1) at 20 • C was prepared by the normal addition method and the CPPL emission spectrum was measured while irradiating at 350 nm, on the higher frequency side of the positive/negative extremum at 395 nm. The CPPL λ max occurs at 412 nm, matching the emission peak and is negative in sign. The luminescence dissymmetric ratio, g lum , is approximately −1.8 × 10 −3 for 55, 78 which is similar in magnitude to the g abs value (1.4 × 10 −3 ) for CD in UV at 390 nm, indicating similar helical characteristics of the polymer in excited and ground states. This constitutes the first observation of CPPL for a polysilane and is a promising indicator of the possibility of circularly polarised electroluminescent (CPEL) emission from these polymers.
CHIRAL SUPRAMOLECULAR STRUCTURES
The formation of helical or chiral supramolecular structures made up of synthetic polymer building blocks has been growing interest in supramolecular chemistry and nanomaterial science. The first polymeric superstructure was reported by Nolte and collaborators in 1998. 79 They designed amphiphilic block copolymers, which constitute of flexible hydrophobic polystyrene and rigid hydrophilic dipeptidederived polyisocyanides. These CD data and TEM images revealed that the helical screw and pitch greatly depend on a proportion between polyisocyanide and polystyrene in the block copolymers, as well as an aqueous environment with pH. They considered that transfer of chirality occurs from the amino acid in the isocyanide monomer to the secondary helical structure of the polyisocyanide blocks, leading to the helical superstructure upon assembly.
Moreover, they developed the idea to multiblock copolymers, 66, constituting a rather polydisperse, optically inactive poly(methylphenylsilane) (M n = 4400, M w /M n = 1.6) and poly(ethylene oxide) (M n = 7000, M w /M n = 1.03). 80 They demonstrated the formation of vesicles in pure water and the tunability of aggregation behavior by modifying ratios of water/THF cosolvents. TEM images revealed that the micellar fiber rods formed in mixtures of water/THF between 40/60 and 80/20% (v/v). In addition, helical supramolecular structures with left-and right-handed screw senses (superhelix) produced in a mixture of water/THF of 90/10% (v/v) from TEM and SEM observation. They considered that the initial poly(methylphenylsilane) blocks cooperatively determine the handedness of the subsequent poly(methylphenylsilane) blocks assembling in the same handedness of aggregate, resulting in several chiral architectures. 80 As desribed in previously, because poly(methylphenylsilane) with latent helicity may have a dynamic twisting helical main chain with equal proportion of P-and M-main chain motifs, no preferential screw sense ordering might be responsible for the both left-and right-handed superhelices.
OTHER OPTICALLY INACTIVE, HELICAL POLYSILANES AND LANGMUIR-BLODGET FILM
Tokura and coworkers prepared rodlike helical optically active polysilane homopolymer containing ether side group (67) . 81a They demonstrtaed an introduction of ether moiety to polysilane improves LangmuirBlodget (LB) film forming ability and achieved highly oriented polysilane LB film by thermal anealing treatment of pristine film at 100 • C. The dichroic ratio increases up to 9, twice that for the as-deposited LB film, with the annealing time and tends to saturate over 12 h.
They also prepared 67-related copolymer bearing few % of organic fluorophore (68) . 81b It was observed that excitation energy is transferred efficiently by free excitons on the Si backbones to reach the luminescence centers, where energy transfer occurs from the exciton to the dye molecule. The exciton transfer occurred over 50-100 monomer units on the backbone. This approach may facilitate to fabricating a wavelength-tunable luminous device by utilizing the exciton transport on Si chains.
Similarly, Yoshida and coworkers also prepared rodlike helical optically inactive polysilane homopolymer containing ether side group (69) and studied an monolayer forming ability of this at the air/water interface. 81c,81d They found that polysilane monolayers demonstrated a unique chromic effect induced by a specific conformational and orientational change of polymer backbones at the air/water interface.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Amongst numbers of optically active synthetic polymers, optically active polysilanes exhibit unique absorption, circular dichroism, and fluorescence spectra around 300-400 nm due to σ-conjugation. Since the first brief report concerning optically active polysilanes in 1992, the field of optically active polysilane homo-and copolymers has grown and evolved to the present. In this review, we have discussed the synthesis, chiroptical properties, and characterization of homo-and copolymers of optically active poly(dialkylsilane)s, poly(dialkoxysilane)s, poly[alkyl(aryl)silane]s, and poly(diarylsilane)s. This review describes comprehensively (i) the mutual relationship between side chain structure, (ii) global shapes and local structures, (iii) (chir)optical properties, (iv) (semi)quantitative population analysis of right-and left-handed helices based on Kuhn's dissymmetry ratio, (v) several helical cooperativity effects, (vi) molecular imaging, (vii) inversion of screw-sense, (viii) chiroptical switch and memory, (ix) transfer and amplification of molecular chirality to aggregates, (x) cholesteric liquid crystallinity, (xi) helical supramolecular structures, and (xii) latent helicity, as consequences of side group internal interactions and other external stimuli. These advances should contribute to optically active polymer research in the areas of traditional polymer science and engineering, and also in the applied areas of nanomaterial science and nanotechnology at the sub-nm level in the future.
APPENDIX.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS 18i,18j,18o,31d However, the discussion up to above is based on an oversimplified view of the polymer conformation, categorizing it into the three discrete regions. To be more precise, the conformation of a polymer 24 chain changes continuously from pure P-to pure M-motifs with temperature and solvent as shown in Figure A1 . 31d Here the transition is very sharp at high molecular weight, but progressively broadens as the number of Si atoms/chain, N s , is decreased; the global chain conformation is rod-like throughout the transition. An interesting feature of this transition is that the transition temperature T c of 280 K, where f P = f M = 1/2, is independent of N s . This is a characteristic feature of a linear Ising system with no restriction on the conformations of the terminal units 12e and this is the first evidence in support of this prediction. The theory 12e assumes that a polymer chain consists of an alternating array of P-and M-helices joined by helix reversals and characterizes its conformation as a function of N s by the two thermodynamic parameters, i.e., the free energy difference between P and M-motifs, 2∆G h (= G M − G P ), and free energy of helix reversal, ∆G r , thus representing f P as a function of N s with ∆G h and ∆G r adjustable parameters, or the corresponding energy and entropy, ∆H h and ∆S h . With an appropriate choice of g m , the g abs value for perfect P-helix, g abs is converted to f P , and f P as a function of N s at fixed temperature T is compared to the theory. Such a comparison has been made successfully for the data in Figure A1 Indeed the solid curves in Figure A1 represent the theoretical values calculated with these parameters, fitting precisely the data points. This free energy ∆G h (T ) implies that the P-motif dwells in a deep but narrow energy well compared to the M-motif, namely positive ∆H h and positive ∆S h , as shown in Figure A2 . This conforms to the molecular dynamics calculation shown in Figure 18b . However the thermal transition occurs by the competition between the enthalpy and entropy terms in eq 1, which predicts such potential contours assumed in Figure 18b . The solvent dependence of T c shown in Figure 17 is explained by the interaction of solvent molecules with the helical cavity of the polymer. Compared with stereo-specifically deuterated poly(hexyl isocyanate)s, 18i,18j ∆G r (T ) is significantly smaller for polymer 24 and polymer 3. This may be due to a relatively easy pass way from P to M for polymer 24, whereas this is difficult for the polyisocyanates, where the helix reversal needs the rotation about amide bonds. On the other hand ∆G h (T ) is much larger in magnitude for polymer 24. Thus we see that the Figure A2 . Schematic representation of a double-well potential: Energy difference, ∆E MP = E M − E P ; widths of wells, ∆φ P , ∆φ M . chemical structure difference can be quantitatively transcribed to the thermodynamic parameters, which in turn may be used to seek the required structure. The molecular weight dependence of g abs as shown in Figure A1 is a unique feature common to all the conformational transitions of polymers in solution, 12f as also found with polymer 3, 30q and the molecular weight is one of important bridges between chemistry and physics in polymer conformation. The above analysis predicts that the transition approaches indefinitely a first-order transition as the potentials become narrower with energy barriers bypassed with thermal energy and suggests a possible way to an ideal quantum switch. Toyoki Kunitake (Univ. Kitakyushu) are acknowledged for inviting us into the realm of cooperative polymer science. Prof. Naotaka Nakamura (Ritsumeikan Univ.), Prof. Shoji Furukawa (Kyushu Institute of Technology), Prof. Eiji Yashima (Nagoya Univ.), Prof. Yoshihisa Inoue (Osaka Univ.), and Prof. Masashi Kunitake (Kumamoto Univ.) are gratefully acknowledged for their insight on the global shape in solution and origin of the helix-helix transition.
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